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Snow plowing equipment was kept busy this week after Monday's blizzard. The work cost the
University at least $18,000, and a number of cars had to be towed so snow could be cleared from
University lots. Related stories, pages 2 and 3. (Jim Millar photo)

lntoximeter aids
By Beth Germano
New Hampshire drivers
arrested for driving while under
the influence of alcohol will
face a new method of
measuring their blood alcohol
content (BAC), according to an
August ruling by the New
Hampshire Supreme Court.
In an effort to upgrade the
current system of testing, New
Hampshire police will now

•
ID

DWI arrests

determine alcohol or drug
intoxication through the use of
the new lntoximeter 3000,
replacing the outmoded
breathalyzer which has been in
existence for the past ten years.
The intoximeter, effective
February I, is an example of
the current state of the art,
according to Henry Bird,
Director of Police Standards
and Training Council in

Concord.
While the breathalyzer was
considered an efficient
machine, the intoximeter
eliminated the chance of
human error or judgement.
"The machine is totally
computerized eliminating any
manual set up of the
instrument. The operator just
BREA TH, page 10

WUNH
goes for
listeners
By John Ouellette
WUN H is planning a new
promotional campaign to
include advertising, better .
distribution of program guides,
and playing music students are
more familiar with, according
to Ed Mayrand, music director
at the station.
"It's still in the organizational stages," said Doug
Boucher, program director at
WUNH. The planned changes
came in response to a student
Senate evaluation of last
November and a PULSE
survey done in January, he
said.
"We had to take it (The
PULSE survey) into consideration because it was objective. It
was a random survey,"
Boucher said.
"The image of- the station
was very negative last year,"
Mayrand said. "We want to
WUNH, page 12
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TORCH RUN - An ARG brother carries the torch which lit
the Winter Carnival bonfire last night. (Carolyn Blackmar
photo)

Bulk Rate U.S. Postage Paid
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Sununu plan
1neans $1. 71n
cut to USNH
By Andrea Parker
Governor John Sununu
presented a budget plan
yesterday which gives the
University System of New
Hampshire no increases in state
funding next year, and some
increases in I 985.
That plan means '"significant
tuition increases" and '"serious
cutbacks in the educational
programs", according to Board
of Trustees chairman Richard
Morse.
In a response to Sununu·s
budget recommendations,
Morse said the University
System will suffer a cut of more
than $1. 7 million below the
funding provided by the state
during the current biennium.
The budget must now be
approved by the State
legislature.
·
Sununu also accused the
University System of being the
only state agency which didn't
give him full cooperation while
he prepared his two-year
budget package.
He said there was clearly a
communication gap between

GOV. SUNUNU

the University System - which
includes UNH, Keene, and
Plymouth State College - and
the legislature and Governor's
office.
He also said it is hard to
SUNUNU, page 15

•
Polt. Sci. survives

on no frills budget
By Deirdre Wilson
The Political Science
department has taken
significant cutbacks in
telephone, po4)tage, and travel
expenses, in an effort to cope
with an "across the board",
four percent reduction in state
aid to the University.
The cuts which went into
effect in January, have put an
extra financial burden on the
College of Liberal Arts. That
college is already affected by a
deficit from last year.
Political Science which is a
part of the College of Liberal
Arts did not eliminate courses
or faculty in order to deal with
the cuts.
"We cut back mostly on
supplies, or rather, what I
prefer to call our 'support
budget'," said David L~rson,
associate professor and
chairman of the Political
Science department.
According to Larson, the
department will fund
department telephone lines,
but not individual faculty
extensions. Faculty interested
in · personal telephones must
now pay the $12.25 monthly
service charge, and charges for
calls.
Faculty must also pay for
their own postage materials. ·

"I literally bought a roll of
stamps, and I stamp all my mail
from my own pocket money,"
Larson said, pulling a roll of
U.S. postage stamps from his
desk drawer.
"I don't think ifs a bad thing.
POLT SCI, page 25
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NEWS BRIEFS

Dewey's Ale House brews
<-conversation with class

New mall opens Sunday
Governor John Sununu is expected to attend the grand
opening ceremonies of the Fox Run Mall in Newington this
Sunday, Feb. 13.
The 67 acre, $55 million mall is the largest in New
Hampshire. It contains Sears, Jordan Marsh, and Filenes,
and will employ I ,500 people. .
Only 40-50 of an eventual 100 stores win be operating when
the mall open at I 2 noon.

Prof comments on waste site
WASHINGTON - Rep. John Dingell (D-Mich.) said the
House Energy and Commerce Oversight Sub Committee,
~hich he heads, is investigating charges that political
Judgcmtnb wc1-c llldJc in connection with

it

wa:,tc :-iitt nca1

Los Angeles:
·
And here at UNH, a political scientist predicted Congress
will win the struggle. ~
Anne Gorusch, head of the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), said at a news conference that political
considerations were never taken into account for Superfimd,
the agency's fund for toxic waste cleanups.
Dingell said his requests for documents were "stonewalled"
~nd ~e will subpoena more that 30 EPA employees for
interviews.
Qorusch, who said orders from President Reagan were the
basis for her refusal, has been cited for contempt for refusing
to turn over those documents. The courts will probably
uphold the citation, according to a consitutional expert at
UNH.
·•This kind of claim is always open to debate," said Robert
Dishman, a UNH political scientist. ••But when it reaches the
courts, I think Congress will win.
••1 would say this is not a legitimate cl~im of executive
privilidge," he said."

Clam. harvest taught
Jerry Jordan's presentation on how to harvest New
Hampshire clams and oysters is the latest in a series of
SeaTrek lectures sponsored by the Sea Grant Marine
Advisory Program at UNH.
Tours of UN H marine facilities such as the Jackson
Estuarine Laboratory on Great Bay and the Shoals Marine
Lab at the Isles of Shoals can also be arranged.
Most tours · last for approximately 45 minutes and are
available without charge to public groups throughout New
Hampshire, northern Massachusetts and southern Maine. A
.
two week noti<;e is required for scheduling.
Additional information and a brochure for 14 SeaTrek
programs available may be obtained by calling Sharon
Meeker at (603) 862-1255.

D'Amours studies ocean

By Lisa Prevost '
••No Lookie, No Feelie, Just Dooie," reads
the bold inscription on the 1896 brass token.
No doubt the token changed hands
countless times in the cathouses of its origin in
the Barbary Coast. Over 150 years later, it's'
still handled regularly by desirous clientele on
the opposite coast, but the passion is not
sexual.
The only true craving in its Portland,
Maine house of 'ale repute' is for beer. Wellbrewed pints to be savored with a friend over
cribbage or while sampling cheese-topped
chili.
There are no Budweiser caps littering the
worn wooden floors of this bar. Cases of
Guinness

Stout ,

Becks

and

C.:trh;herg

crammed against the walls and popcorn
tramped into the floorboards are customary
clutter.
No plastic beer logos adorn the cream
plaster walls. But numerous black and white
l 920's woodcuts, satirically highlighting the
evils of alcohol are replacements in this
warmly lit room.
From outside on Fore St., the old house
resembles an 18th-century diner, owing to the
red neon"CHILI" sign suspended in the
window. But above the door ha·ngs an
English-style pub sign proclaiming it: Three
Dollar Dewey's Ale House.
There is no Dewey, really. The actual doer
of the strictly imported beer house (and owner
of the $3 brass token) is Allan Eames.
In the beer business for 20 years, Eames is a
frequent guest lecturer at the Culinary
Institute of NY, opened the first package store
in America to specialize in beer, and has a
book coming out on the aesthe_tics of beer in
the 16th & 17th centuries.
The 36-yr.-old beet authority coined the
name of his beloved establishment from the
antique tokens entitling the holder to the
complete -services of a prostitute.
Although the name is extreme, (it caused a

brief feminist uproar), extremtity epitomizes
the character of Dewey's.
Eames has taken pains to make Dewey's a
European-flavored beer hall where people
can drink and talk. He built the long pine
tables and benches which cultivate the
friendly atmosphere drinkers thrive on.
Nobody drinks alone.
Eames cooks Dewey's chili himself,
grinding the chuck roast and imported spices
to create his own mouth-singing concoction.
"It is very hot and very serious," he says,
though he doesn't eat chili. His customers
consume "tons" of it, from I 1:00 A. M. to I :30
A.M., soaking up every drop with pieces of
dark bread.
Eames has a special Dewey's Ale on tap,
brewed exclusively for him. It is only one of
the 80 to 85 kinds of imported beer he stocks.
50 percent of which are always changing.
Accoromg to t.ames, an unadulterated beer
is high in B-vitamins and proteins, extremely
digestible and satisfying. He also called it one
of the world's "oldest diet staples".
.. Alcohol has a very bad reputation in this
ALE, page 24

Snow removal less than smooth
By Julie Hanauer
UNH has almost finished
digging out of what Excecutive
Director of Facility Services
Patrick Miller calls "one of the
worst storms I've seen in the
past ten years."
Monday's storm dumped 19
inches of snow on Durham and
cost Facility- Services $18
thousand to $20,000, to clean

up, Miller said. He said cost
was a little higher than normal
because of the timing of the
storm--late afernoon. Facilities
Services workers had to be paid
overtime to clear UNH's
parking lots, roads and paths.
According to Miller, this
year's grounds,public works
and maintenance budget is
about $120,000 less than last

year's. In previous years
stud·e nts have been hired to
shovel paths. This year's
smaller budget has resulted in
less student hirings.
Miller estimates that Facility
Services usually spends $30,000
a year on snow storm clean up
operations, "but if we get
SNOWPLOW, page 21

Norman D'Amours (D-NH) has been appointed to the
U.S. delegation to an international conference on radioactive
waste dumping in oceans.
D'Amours was named by Secretary of State George Shultz
and will be Congress' representative at the conference in
London next week.
D'Amours is chairman of the House subcommittee on
Oceanography. Last year he led a fight for a two-year ban on
·. dumping radioactive wastes into oceans.

Corrections
The band ••The Same" played in the Dance-a-Thon last
weekend. They were not included in a report in Tuesday's
paper.
·

Readers n<;>ting errors in The New Hampshire may report
them _by cal/1'!-g News Editors Maggie McKowen or Barbara
Norns or Eduor Greg Flemming at 862-1490.

Weather
Today ~ill be sunny and cold, with highs near20 according
to the Nat10nal Weather Service in Concord.
.
~on~ght will be cold with lows in the teens and snow
begmnmg to fall. By Saturday, snow accumulation is
expected to be 3-6 inches.
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Members of Pike fraternity and Alpha Xi Delta sorority are planning a joint effort to create a
1
snow E.T. sculpture for the Winter Carnival competitio,:i.
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Author .talks on mothers, sons
By Dan Landrigan
Women, in ancient times,
were leaders and men were only
used to continue the growth of
the community, according to
author Judith Arcana.
But women took over a role
of secondary importance to
men with the coming of
Christianity.
Arcana said this is true toqay
and is a major problem in
regard to how boys are raised.
. Arcana links today's peer
,pressure on boys to compete
athletically _to painful ancient
initiation rituals in which boys
were transformed into men.

.

Author Judith Acana spoke at UNH Tuesday night on the
development of the male role. (Carolyn Blackmar photo)

Cars towed from lot;
owners fined $30
By Tom Yott
Nearly forty vehicles were
to_wed away from B-lot, an oncampus parking lot, last
Tuesday, according to Captain
Roger Beaudoin of UNH's
Department of Public Safety.
The cars were towed so that
snow could be cleared from the
lot, he said.
Residents of Babcock House
were each fined $30 by Smitty's
Texaco station in Durham to
pay for towing their vehicles to
the garage.
Babcock House has three
rows of parking spaces reserved
in B-lot between the hours of
4pm and _7pm. It also has its
own parkmg lot.

All vehicles belonging to
Babcock residents which were
not parked in these first three
rows on Tuesday were towed
awav according to Babcock
head resident, Janey Thompson.
Thompson, says she received
no notificatio_n in regards to
· when B-Lot was to be plowed.
Thompson had been notified
by another hall resident that
lots E, El, and Babcock's own
lot would be cleared of snow
Wednesday evening by 11 p.m.
Notifying dormitiories of
snow removal schedules is the
responsibility of the DepartCARS page 5
'

Hockey fans shut out
from Satui-day game
By Kate Whelton
Snively Arena gates were
quiet Tuesday night for the
men's hockey match-up
between UNH and Brownunlike the St. Lawrence game
Saturday night, which
produced a crowd much larger
than Snively could hold.
About l 00 student athletic
ticket holders and many people
seeking general ad mission
tickets were turned away a half
an hour before game time.
Student athletic tickets do
not guarantee admission to
hockey games , said Mike
O'Neill , UNH recreation
director and financial director
of ticket sales.
"'It's stricktly first come, first
serve," O'Neill said. At the
gates, O'Neill was "barraged"
with angry student protest
Saturday night.
"When people get shut out,
they get hostile," he said.
Brian Miller, a hockey game
regular and student ticket
holder was turned away. "First
I was surprised," Miller said.
"Nothing like that had ever
happened to me before at any
of the games. There were a lot
of people who were upset," he

added. "A lot of people were
asking (referring to their
student passes) what are these
for then?"
In <!ddition to verbal clashes
between · students and doorpeople and students and police,
about 15 people forced their
way into Snively after the doors
closed for student ticket
holders and the ticket office
TICKETS, page 27

Arcana, the author of Every
Mother's Son, spoke on
Tuesday night to a full house in
the Forum Room of the
library. Arcana has also written
Our Mothers' Daughters.
Today's initiation, said
Arcana, is not as --obvious as
ancient rituals but is more
wide-spread because it takes
·place almost everywhere from
day care centers to school. The
end result is inevitably the
rejection of mothers by their
sons, she said.

"Mothers in general are women," said Arcana.
Arcana discussed the
blamed in general for what goes
wrong in general," said Arcana. problem of video games and
This phenomena, called Pungeons and Dragons which
mother blaming, is continued she said are typical ways in
which boys learn .what being a
by men.
_
"Woody Allen makes a living . man is all about.
"These little boys learn to
off of depreciating her
(mother's) value on the seek and destroy by electronic
means," said Arcana. "They
market," said Arcana.
Mothers are linked also with will be far more efficient that
criminals as one of the Viet Nam bomber pilots when
motivating forces behind they are asked to push buttons
and pull levers without any
criminal minds, she said.
According to Arcana, the human element at all."
"They're being trained right
reason men assume a superior
attitude concerning sex roles is now," she added, "and they'r.e
bcca.usc

they ,uc:

tauglH

by

society to live up to a code of
manhood.
Men must "not cry, be self
sufficient and i!}dependent, be
strong and aggressive, be
brave, be emotionally
insensitive, show no feel in gs
but anger, be competitive to the
point of ruthlessness, regard
everyone else as adversaries, be
winners, dominate others and
abuse women, be athletically
competent, have freedom, be
heterosexual, and regard
themselves as superior to

not cv1;;11 in ROTC.··

Arcana described Dungeons
and Dragons as a "cult" game
and said it is "another game of a
male quest for riches which are
to be gained by killing people ...
it's a male paradise."
These games are not in her
list of top ten problems which
includes, child abuse, women's
right to custody of their
children, day care, free
abortion by qualified women,
prostitution, pornography,
ARCANA, page 26

StudentS ·rap 21 drinking .age
By Sheri Fadley
After g1vmg the students she was mature enough to live
A Mortar Board Forum was these statistics Dieleman ask away from home, she should be
held yesterday to discuss the for student reactions.
FORUM, page 23
raising of the drinking age to
One UNH student felt that if
21.
.
Ten UNH students expressed their opinions on this issue
at a meeting in the Mub's
Sullivan room.
Steven Dieleman, Health
Educator for UNH Health
Services directed the forum. He
offered facts and statistics to
the students for the introduction of this legislation.
Senator Jim Splaine has
introduced this bill to the
Senate in order to deal with
offenders of drinking while
intoxicated (DWI).
Dieleman said that some
studies have shown that raising
the drinking age lo_wers the
occurence of DWI. But he alsosaid that there are many risk
factors that can be taken into
account with drunken driving,
not just age. These factors
include night driving, road
conditions, and d -river
experience.
Dieleman said a leading _
cause of death and disability
for those under age 25 is motor
Health Educator Steve Dielman participated in a Mortar
vehicle accidents. Forty
Board Forum on increasing the drinking age to 21. (Carolyn
percent of these accidents are
Blackmar photo)
alcohol related.

Concern for drinking at colleges rises
By Booker Bense
College officials-both here at
UNH and across the countryhave become more concerned
with student drinking over the
past Jew years.
Fourty-two percent of

college administrators polled
nationwide believe there has
been a rise in alcohol-related
problems on campus,
according to a survey published
recently, ,in. Tl;zf ., (:lzr01:.z(c/e of
Higher Education.
The increase in concern may

be attributed to more
awareness of alcohol-related
problems by college officials
rather than any increase in
student drinking, according to
the survey.
But stricter drinking rules
here at UNH were· a result of a
large number of alcoholrelated incidents and a rise in
on-campus consumption of
alcohol, Dean of Student
. Aff<\its , Or~gg ,&<J.nbor,n ,s,ajq
this week.
Sanborn said surveys of

incoming freshmen had shown
a greater use of alcohol before
coming to UNH than in
previous years.
Stricter drinking rules,
specifically for students living
in dorms, were instituted this
fall.
Sanborn also said drinking
rules at UNH were reasonable,
and on the "right track".
Although he was unsure of any
decrease in drinking because of
the rule changes,- he -said -rhe
changes had helped some

students by drawing greater
attention to the effects of
drinking.
He also said incorporating
an alcohol rehabilitation
program into the regulations
would help reduce student
alcohol problems.
Currently, the Office of
Student Affairs is contemplating no changes in the rules. But
it is conducting an evaluation
of the effects of the rule changes
'DRINKING; page 7·
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Senate 'concerned'
for Health_. Services
By John Gold
Seventy-two percent of the
UNH student body is unaware
of, or has no opinion on health
education services offered by
Health Services.
According to Karen
Johnson, student body
president, the Student Senate
"has some concerns" about
health services.
"As a result of the Pulse
survey we feel there are areas
within health services that need
evaluation," Johnson said.

Two of the senate's concerns
are whether students are aware
of the services offered, and if
they are interested in them.
Jamie Rock, chairperson of
the student senate health
services committee, said
students are (unaware) of what
health services offers.
"You can go around campus
and ask where it is and the
majority of students don't
know or don't care," Rock said.
HEALTH SERVICE, page 24

s:::TUDENT
MMB'ASSADDR COUNCIL
Univers:ity of Ne\N M2mps:hirc, Alumni Acoooiation

John S. Elliott Alumni Center
Durham, New Hampshire 03824

INTt=RESTED IN ALUMNI AFFAIRS?

BE A STUDENT AMBASSADOR!
COME TO A COFFEEHOUSE AT THE
ALUMNI CENTER AND MEET
THE AMBASSADORS

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 8:00P.M.
ALL FULL TIME UNDERGRADUATES
ABE WELCOME TO APPLY.

Car's license plate is .stolen
Also on Tuesday, a
scheduled to appear in court
Hitchcock Hall resident
Feb. 25.
- - . reported that someone had
On Sunday, Mark Hlobik, done damage to four wall
I 9, was summoned for _ phones in the early morning.
operating a motor vehicle at - Also reported was damage to
excessive speed on Williamson two phones in Devine Hall.
Way. Hlobik is scheduled to
- - appear in court on March 4.
On Tuesday evening, a
- - Public Safety Officer was
On Friday, David Hastings,
18, a UNH student, was _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,_-, dispatched to Stanton House
for a report of disorderly
summoned for operating a
conduct.
motor vehicle the wrong way
Upon arrival, the officer
on Rosemary Lane. Hastings is
spoke to five subjects who
scheduled to appear in court on
Feb. 25, 1983.
Also on Sunday, Steven stated they were trying to get a
Lakeman, 21, a UNH student, snowball fight going with some
Also on Friday, Edward was summoned for operating a of the residents of Stanton
Marvin, 20, of New Castle, motor vehicle the wrong way House. The residents involved
N.H., was summoned for on a one way street, reported no damage was done.
Later that evening, Public
operating an uninspected Huddleston _Way. His court
Safety Officers were again
vehicle on Williamson Way. He appearance is set for Feb. 18.
dispatched to Stanton House
is scheduled IO appear in court
Ann Cochran, MUB staff, for a report of criminal
Feb. 25.
reported the theft of three trespass. Two male subjects
Chuck Briggs, 20, a UNH plants and two baskets from had planned to spend the night
student, was summoned on the . MUB info desk. These in Stanton House lounge. They
Friday for operating an items valued at $40.00 were were released with a warning
uninspected vehicle on Ballard taken sometime after IO p.m. regarding criminal trespass in
university buildings, as one of
St. He is scheduled to appear in Saturday.
- - the female residents had
court on Feb. 18, 1983.
On Monday, The Public · allowed them entrance to the
Len Lamberti, a Stoke · Hall Safety Dept. received a report building.
resident, reporte·d the theft of of a rust color rug having been
On Wednesday, a partican UNH chair from his office stole_n from Alexander,
on Feb. I.
sometime between I/ 20 / 83 and ipant in a seminar at the New
I/ 26/ 83. Estimated value is England Center reported his
jacket had been taken from the
On Saturday_, Public safety $60-80.
Cloak room.
officials responded to a fire
Also taken was · an airline
alarm activation at Hunter
On Tuesday, Public Safety
received a report that persons ticket, a pair of tan deerskin
Hall.
unknown removed a bronze gloves, and two sets of keys
Also on Saturday, Glenn plaque from the Arthur W. which were in the jacket. Total
Taylor, 20, of Hamilton, MA., Rollins Water Treatment value of the stolen items was
was summoned for violation of · Facility on campus. The plaque $234.
Another seminar attendee
the open container ordinance is valued at $592.25.
also reported the .theft of his
on Ballard St. Taylor is
jacket valued at $135.

On Feb. 2, the UN H
.Dispatch center received a call
that while the owner was
attending a basketball game, a
dealer plate from a Rochester
Lincoln-Mercury vehicle was
stolen or lost. This incident
occured in Lot A.

Police News
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International° House
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Living
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-CARS<continued from page 3)
ment of Buildings and
Grounds. Buildings and
Grounds makes requests to
Public Safety to have a vehicle
towed when it is blqcking snow
removal.
• • I u n d e r s t a·n d t h e i r
frustration." Thomson said.
However, she said some
residents did try to search for
other parking spaces Tuesday
afternoon, but were unable to
find any that were plowed.
Residents were assessed
parking tickets by UNH Dept.
of Public Safety. Later, the
tickets were voided. However
each person whose car was
towed must still pay the $30
towing fee.
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LAST DAY TO ADD COURSES WITHOUT DEAN'S
APPROVAL AND $10 LATE ADD FEE
LAST DAY TO CHOOSE PASS/ FAIL GRADING
ALTERNATIVE
.
MORTAR BOARD BOOK AND CHECK RETURNS: Room
320, Memorial Union, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
WINTER CARN IV AL: Greek Night of Sin, Memorial Union, 7:30
p.m. A dance will follow in the Granite State Room.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Colby. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING: vs. Massachusetts. Field House, 4 p.m.
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL: vs. M.I.T. Field House, 7:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER AUDITIONS: Auditions for The Chalk
Garden, by Enid Bagnold and directed by Joseph D. Batcheller.
Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 7:30 p.m. Backstage positions are
available as well as performance roles. Advance scripts are available
in Room M21 I, Paul Arts.
MUB PUB: Stillwater Run Band. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. UNH .
ID/proof of age required. Admission charged.

:. ' ·

SATURDAY, February 12
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints of a Prince: The Tale of
UenJ1; and Contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts . . MondayWednesday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Thursday 10 a.m.-8 p.m.; Saturday and
Sunday 1-5 p.m.; closed Fridays and University holidays. Continues
through March 9.
WINTER CARNIVAL: N.H. Outing Club cross country ski race,
morning; snow games, all day; snow sculpture judging, noon
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Montclair State. Field House, 2
p.m.
MUB PUB: "'Animal House." Memorial Union, 8 p.m. UNH
ID/ proof of age required. $1.
SUNDAY, February 13
~f

;.~ - -

now restmg on tree branches this week contrasts the light and
dark shades of a forest. (Alan Kamman photo)
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed somiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday- Friday 10 AM-2 PM .. Academic year subscription:
$18.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part of an
advertisement in which a typographical error · appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New
Hampshire, 151 MU B, UN H, Durham, NH, 03824. 11,000 copies per issue
printed by Journal Tribune, Biddeford Maine.
·

VICTIMS OF
RAPE AND SEKUAL ASSAULT
SUPPORT GROUP
Monday 1s
alentine's Da

An ongoing weekly support group for victims of rape and
sexual assault to share feelings and common concerns.

Meets every Thursday beginning February 10th
Time: I :30-3:30 p.m. r
Place: Counseling and Testing Center
-Schofield House

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints of a Prince: The Tale of
Genji; and Contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts. Continues through
March 9.
MUSO FILM: "Five Easy Pieces." Strafford Room, Memorial
Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1 or season pass.
MUB PUB: Sunday Night Special. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. UNH
ID/ proof of age required. Admission charged.
MONDAY, February 14
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY!!!
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints of a Prince:)fhe Tale of
Genji; and Contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts. Conti:'nues through
March 9.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "Hug a Blood Drive
Donor Today." Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3
p.m. continues through Feb. 17.
THOMPSON SCHOOL BASKETBALL: vs. Berlin Vo-Tech.
Field House, 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, February 15
GRADUATE STUDENT DEADLINE: Last day for completing
application for admission to graduate school for fall session 1983, to
insure consideration for financial assistance for the I983-84
academic year.
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Prints of a Prince: The Tale of
Genji: and Contemporary Woodcuts. Paul Arts. Continues through
March 9.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: Granite State Room,
Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Continues through Feb. 17.
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR: Karen Mazza, "Using Feminist
Perspectives to Reconceptualize the Disciplines." Hillsborough- .
Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Holy Cross. Field House, 7 p.m.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Boston University. Snively Arena, 7
p.m.

Remember HER
Sponsored by Counseling and Tes ting Center
For more information contact:
Ellen Becker 862-2090

--------------------------------MUSO presents

NATIONAL
LAMPOON'S

ANIMAL HOUSE
Saturday, February 12
In the MUB PUB

8 ·& IO p.m.
Admission: $1.00
I

Don't miss this hilarious satire on frat life in the early sixties! John Belushi stars as the outrageous Bluto
,~~d
~rothe.r~ in_the en~rgetic an~ ~el~n.t~l~ss .revenge against the hot-shot frat house next QQQr.. .. 1

J~a?~ ~!s.

~-------------------------------~

CAT

NIP

PUB

"P & P" Night
is Tonight
"Still Water Run"
Friday and Saturday Nite
Get a pitcher for
_......~ ! .w_ / each pizz_a ord~.r:e.d

NOTICES

Winter

ACADEMIC

COMPUTER SERVICES

"WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN
RUSSIAN OR GERMAN?": Sponsored by
Liberal Arts Advising Center. Thursday, Feb. 17,
Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, l to 2 p.m.
"WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN
ART?": Sponsored by Liberal Arts Advising
Center. Tuesday, Feb. · 15, Merrimack Room,
Memorial Union, l to 2 p.m.

Non-credit courses for a nomirnal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E,- Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge·for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
BEGINNING XTECO: Provides instruction in
creating and editing files on DECIO using the
character-oriented editor, XTECO. Prerequisite:
Beginning Timesharing. Tuesday, Feb. 15 from 2
to 4:30 p.m. Fee is $2.
BEGINNING SOS: Provides instruction in
creating and editing files on DECIO using the lineoriented editor, SOS. Prerequisite: Beginning
Timesharing. Tuesday, Feb. 15 from 6 to 8:30 p.m .
Fee is $2.
INTRODUCTION TO UNIX -1,2: Provides
quick tour of UNIX operating system aimed at
users with experience from other interactive
systems such as TOPS-IO, PRIMOS, etc. As this
course is aimed at all prospective users of UNIX,
not just programmers, no programming language
specific topics will be covered. Prerequisites:
experience in using a timesharing system.
Wednesday, Feb. 16 and Friday, Feb. 18 from 2 to
4 p.m. Fee is $4.

ATHLETICS

SKI CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING:
Mandatory meeting for all members; new
members are welcome. Tuesday, Feb. 15, Horton
. Social Science Center, Room 210, 8p.m.
SPECIAL WORKSHOP & TOURNAMENT
FOR INTRAMURAL BOWLERS: Sponsored
by Recreationa~ Sports. Rules and instruction on
techniques will be provided by specialists from
Portsmouth Bowl-O-Rama. A great time to learn
or improve your game. Special tournament after
the workshop. Friday, Feb. 11, Games Room,
Memorial Union, 7 to 9 p.m. For more
information, call Rec. Sports, 862-2031.
CAREER

Carnival

is here!

EXTENDED THUMB

COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER

RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career
Planning & Placement. Students receive feedback
on final <.Irafl It~Ulllt:i Oil a fil:.L-l:OUle, fiI~l-~tfVtU

basis. Friday, Feb. I I, room 203, Huddleston, 1:30
to 4:30 p.m.
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement. For students who
find it difficult, to schudule regular appointments.
Monday, Feb. 14, Balcony Table, Memorial
Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored
by Career Planning & Placement. Written jobgetting communication techniques. Tuesday, Feb.
15, Forum Room, Library, noon.
SUMMER JOB FAIR: Sponsored by Career
Planning & placement. Fair will provide a chance
to meet and do preliminary interviews with
summer employers. Thursday, Feb. 24, Granite
State Room, Memorial Union, IO a.m. to 4 p.m.

RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT VICTIMS
SUPPORT GROUP· Sponsored hy Coumf"lin2&
Testing. An ongoing weekly support group for
victims of rape and sexual assault to share feelings
and common concerns. Thursdays, Schofield
House, l :30 to 3:30 p.m. For more information
contact Ellen Becker, 862-2090.
COUSELING & TESTING WEDNESDAY
NIGHT SERIES WORKSHOP: Coping with
Stress - Torn Dubois. Wednesday, Feb. 16,
Schofield House, 7 to 9 P.M. For further
information, call 862-2090.
NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS GET
TOGETHER: Sponsored by Counseling &
Testing. Tuesday, Feb. 15, Commuter Lounge,
Memorial Union, 4 to 6 p.m. For more
information and child care reservations call
Cynthia Shar, Coordinator of Special Programs,
862-2090.

CLU~S & ORGANIZATIONS

GENERAL

COFFEE HOUSE: Sponsored by Catholic
Student Organization. Friday, Feb. 11, Catholic
Student Center Library, 8 p.m.
FORESTRY CLUB MEETING: Monday, Feb.
14, Room 104, Pettee Hall, 7 p.m.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS: S.R. Stearns, National President Elect,
Dartmouth College, will speak. Tuesday, Feb. 15,
Room 311, Kingsbury, l p.m.
WELLNESS AND CONSCIOUS MOVEMENT
LECTURE: Sponsored by Society for Wholistic
Living. Drs. Joel Shrut and Marilyn Hardy will
present a participatory evening. Wear Loose
Clothing. Tuesday, Feb. 15, Room 307, Horton,
7:30p.m.
JUGGLING CLUB MEETING: Wednesdays,
cGranite State Room, Memorial Union, 7 to 11
p.m.
FASCHINGSFEST: German Mardi Gras.
German dinrier with a slide show, guest speaker,
and dance. A costume is a must. Sponsored by
GRUPPE 80 German Club. Friday, Feb. 18,
Marston Club, 7 p.m. Tickets available by calling
742-4306, evenings; contacting Jeff Scott, Marston
House; or at the door.
SENIOR KEY MEETING: All members are
requested to attend. We will be working on ring
sales. Tuesday, Feb. 15, Tin Palace (downstairs), 6
p.m.

ESTABLISHING A VEG ET ARIAN DIET WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW: Sponsored by
Commuter Transfer Center. Bring your lunch.
Monday, Feb. 14, Carroll-Belknap Room
Memorial Union, 12 to I p.m.
HEALTH SUPPORT GROUP IN ALCOHOL
ISSUES: Sponsored by Health Education. New
members welcome. Tuesdays, Conference Room,
Hood House, 6 p.m.
SEXUAL HARASSMENT & RAPE
AWARENESS WORKSHOP: Sponsored by
S.H.A.R.P. 1Especially for the men and women of
Sawyer and Smith Halls. Sunday, Feb. 13, Smith
Hall Main Lounge, 8 p.m.
COMMUTER & TRANSFER STUDENTS
ONGOING ORIENTATION GROUPS: Two
groups, each six weeks long, will provide the
opportunity for commuter and transfer students to
meet and discuss issues of interest. One group will
meet Tuesdays, beginning Feb. 15 12:30 to 2p.m.,
Carroll Room, Memorial Union. The seconct
group will meet Thursdays, beginning Feb. 17,
12:30 to 2 p.m., Notch Room, Memorial Union.
for more information and signing up, contact the
Commuter/ Transfer Center, 862-3612, by Feb. I I. ART TALK: Sponsored by Department of the
Arts. Margot Clark, art historian, will lecture on
artist Max Beckman, in honor of his birthday.
Tuesday,, Feb. 15, Room A218, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 12:30 p.m.

NICKS
HAPPY HOUR
9-10 p.m._in the Paradise Lounge
Tiiursday, Friday and Saturday

RIDER EXCHANGE AIRED

8:10 & 4:10 Mon. - Fri.

NEED$?
If you have '2 evenings open per week, you
can earn $50-$150. This special
Marketing/Advertising program from
Permanent of New England is ideal for
students. Must have neat appearance and
reliable transportation.

See Gary Hollfelder; Wednesday
Feb. 16 only. 10AM OR 1PM
SHARP!
Ramada Inn Dover
No phone calls accepted

EARN OVER $1000
A MONTH
·And Open lhe Door To A
Bright Engineering Future.
How many corporations would be willing to pay you over $1000 a month
during your junior and senior years just so you'd join the company after
graduation? Under a special Navy program we're doing just that. It's called
the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-College Program. And under it,
you'll not only get great pay during your junior and senior years, but after
graduation you'll receive a year of valuable graduate-level training that is not
available from any other employer.
If you are a junior with a GPA over 3.3, or a senior with a GPA over 3.0, majoring in

HAPPY HOUR
4-7 p.m. in Scorpios II Tavern
on Friday

Math, Chemistry, Physics, or Engineering and are a U.S. citizen, find out
more today. And let your career pay off while still in college.
For more information, call: .
NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS

Code OP-55
(61 7) 223-0222
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-----DRffiKffiG----on dorm life and the resident
advising system. If the findings
show problems in any specific
areas, rule changes would be
considered, Sanborn said.
The survey of students at
ninety-three colleges showed
no change in the percentage of
students who drink (79.4
percent) between 1974 and
1982.
There was a slight rise in the
number of heavy drinkers
(those who have six or more
drinks at one sitting more than
once a week), from 11.6 percent
to 17 .2 percent. Although
women who identified
themselves as heavy drinkers
jumped from 4.4 percent to

(continued from page 3)
11.4 percent, this may be more
a reflection of greater
willingness by women to admit
to drinking, than any rise in
consumption, stated the
authors.
The survey indiciated no
sharp jumps in alcohol-related
problems over the past eight
years. The statistic for those
who damaged university
property after drinking
actually dropped slightly, from
8.8 percent to 7.8 percent; those
who fought after drinking were
9.1 percent and 9.2 percent
respectively. The percentage of
students who missed class
because of a hangover rose,
from 16.8 percent to 18.4

percent.
One finding that may be of
interest to UN H is the
relationship between the size of
the community in which the
college is located and the
amount of the drinking; the
smaller the city, the heavier the
drinking.

PAGE SEVEN

({tUART ,11n1n1~

A REEL SALE!
WOMEN'S SWEATERS
A great selection of wools
and wool blends

NOW 1/2 price .l·.-:::====·

DANSKIN
LEOTARDS
All the wanted
colors in nylon

NOW

1 /2 price
WOMEN'S BLAZER Complete and mail with check or money order for $2.98 to:
Enterprise Ltd., 467 Coral Ave., Manchester, NH 03104.
Please print clearly.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
. crrv_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _STATE~--"ZIP
..... _ __
NAMEONMUG(6letterlimit) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ H

SPECIAL INTEREST
HOUSING

SKIRTS -

SUITS

by Pendleton and Cricketeer

NOW 1/2,1, price

Q'tuART ,1111n10
Downtown Durham

SMITH HALL

INfERNATIONAL
HOUSE
Fall 1983
Both male and female on-campus UNH students are eligible
to apply for the approximately 60 spaces which will be open in
Smith next year.
Interested students should have a desire to become involved in
international programming and an interest in learning about
other cultures. Approximately 2/ 3 of the residents of the new
International House will be American and I/ 3 will be
international.
For additional information, call Marissa Chorlian, 862-2030
or John Whitaker, 862-2149. Special interest housing
applications will be available at Pettee House and preference
will be given to residents whose applications are returned by
· Februar +8th. · · · · ·

This year give your sweetheart (and your Mom!) the most delicious
Valentine ever - a homemade, freshly baked Super Cookie, colorfully
~
decorated
with your message! And we'll mail it anywhere! Order early - • 0
;.beat the rush!
~
•••
~-•.-..•~ _.
.
Main St. - Durham
.

~;;c;:f .:·::*.A).:.

- - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -;:,r➔
:JLt1t.1.1'ZT ■--....:..·. _. .
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Focus On
America's
Future

(continued from page 2)

country, "he says, but the
human race never would have
survived without it."
,If so, his ale house will ensure
our race's survival for years to
come. People line the bepches
every day, · drinking · $5000
worth of beer and ale weekly.
On this particular .Saturday
night, even unemployed Paul
Leete admits that he finds an
extra $1. 75 daily to pop in for a
beer at Dewey's.
Drinking Czechoslavakian
Pilsner U rquell, he straddles a
bench and grins from beneath
greasy bangs.
"li:1 here, it's not what you
got, it's what ya' are," he
observes, his thick glasses
glinting.
True enough, for tonight's

Support the

March of Dimes
-BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION-

Atten11on1
na11 a11ers1
na11 Brea11ers1

and all of you that
have trouble
growing your
nails

We have a 5 week program you can take
advantage of to help you to grow your
nails and have beautiful hands Call for details
868-7363
·
·

al

~ppercut

crowd includes a. bca.rdcd crew

in one corner, a group of
LL.Bean-outfitted students in
another, three men in suits at
the brick bar, and a family
playing rummy.
They have come to sample
the finest beers in the world,
like Traquair House Ale,
selling for $6 a bottle ( one per
customer, please.)
James Hoben, a De~ey's

trv all our new services facials, eyelash tinting, waxing
makeup (application & lessons),
acu-massage, manicuring

Durham SboppiD& Center - Darham, N.H.
868-7363

EXPLORING YOUR FUTURE
Spring, 1983 Workshops in Career Planning

waiter and theater student, is
"We have had only two fights
one of the privileged few to in two years of operation," he
have sampled the 5-yr. old says.
Traquair, brewed by Peter
William Sager Hoyt, another
Maxwell Stuart at rraquair bearded woodsman, was once
Castle, Scotland.
removed for dancing. Hoyt .·
"It is the finest example of a spends two-thirds of each year
Scotch ale - the texture, in the wilderness of the St.
balance, body , and nose," John's river. Consequently,
Hoben says, stroking his beard. when he returns to Portland to
"All very strong."
do masonry, he likes to
An ale, Hoben explains, is · socialize.
·
top-fermented in contrast to
"I am a profuse and
the bottom-fermenting of beer. indignant drinker," he -says.
He is well-mannered, like all of "But I like to dance more than I
the Dewey's staff who are paid like to drink."
the highest wages of any bar in
Being a true Mainiac, it takes
several minutes before Hoyt
town.
Another James, and former realizes the subject is beers, not
employee, is in for a Dewey's bears.
"Bee'ah, bey-ah ... they're the
ale with a friend. His
fisherman's beard and flannel same in Maine," he said
· shirt

hint

at

his

Maine

shrugging.

seasoning before the accent
But beer is not taken so
rolls out of his mouth.
lightly at Dewey's. It is sipped,
"I used to have to go not swilled. The deep. strong
downstairs every I 5 minutes to · odor adds another layer of
get a case of bee-ah," he said.
character to the snug room.
One night, Eames asked him
Eames has captured in
to tend bar, something new for Dewey's the qualities essential
James. James was nervous to accomplish what he sees as a
about serving anything other necessary change in American
than beer.
drinking habits.
'"He just told me if anyone
His philosophy is summarizordered a strawberry fluff, to ed in the antique Scottish pub
send'em to Congress- St.," sign over the door: "Call
Frequently - Drink ModerateJames says.
Dewey's does serve mixed ly, Pay Honorable - Be Good
drinks, however. In fact, six Company, Part Friendly - Go
boisterous Bates College Home Quietly."
students are drinking large
Amaretto Sours while playing
cards.
They are so relaxed they
aren't even ashamed to admit
that they are playing "Pig".
Dewey's breeds tranquility,
unlike the utter chaos of most
American bars. The reason is
lupulin, a natural sedative
found in real beer.
Eames theorizes that the
®
violence resulting from heavy
drinking in America is due to
the absence of lupulin in our
beer, which is pasteurized.

American
Cancer

Society

Tues., Feb. 15
6:00-7:30 P.M.

MATCHING YOUR INTERESTS AND
VALUES TO MAJORS AND CAREERS

*

*

MATCHING YOUR SKILLS AND
ABILITIES TO MAJORS AND
CAREERS

Tues., Feb. 22
6:00-7:30 P.M.

METHODS OF MAKING CAREER/
LIFE DECISIONS

Tues., March I*
6:00-7:30 -P .M.

Tues., March 8
6:00-7:30 P.M.

EXPLORING CAREER OPTIONS AND
FINDING CAREER INFORMATION

*

We've added some new hairstylists to our
staff at •Uppercut this year. We know
they're good but you don't -yet- To
encourage you to find out how good these
2 new women are we will offer for a
limited time a

shampoo-cut-blow dry for the price
of the cut.
normally 10.75 (9.75 students)
now 7.25

a savings of $3.50
Tues., March 15•
6:00-7:30 P.M.

FINDING A JOB

*

All workshops held in the

Hillsborough-Sullivan Room-MUB
FUTURES Programs sponsored by Career Planning and Placement
Service.

Call now for an appointment with Rye or
Cora and save $3.50 and find a great
hairstylist in the deal.

Uppercut
Durham Shopping Center
868-7363
offer expires Feb 28th
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Pi Kappa Alpha
OPENRUSH

Interested in the
UNH/ Cambridge Summer Program?

YOU ARE INVITED TO
THE FIRST ANNUAL
···t

1ri;;:_.::

..-~~~

~~~·.

-----------·~u:~~-- ...:·,~

Thurs. Feb. 10
Mon. Feb. 14
Tues. Feb. 15
8-10 p.m.
Refreshments Served ·

"Meet the PIKE Challenge"
·5 Stmfford Ave!f,ue .

SHROVETUESDAYPANCAKEFLlP
Open House, February 15, 7-9 p.m.,
Faculty Center (Grant House)
Slides of previous summe·rs
.
Prize-winning film ''London for All Seasons" Refreshments

AN IMPORTANT ADDITION TO YOUR
U·NIFORM
The insig.n ia of an,. Air.Force nurse can mean a lot to you and your
future. It shows that you're part . of the Air Force Nurse Corps. A
·member of one of the most efficient health care teams in the world. It
signifies you are an Air Force officer with the responsibility and prestige
of a leadership•position. It indicates you're on the track toward good
pay and almost unlimited educational opportunities. If you're a nursing
professional or about ·to· complete your nursing education, why not
consider Air Force n~rsing as part of YOUR future? From the day
you're commissioned, ym_.'11 receive the pay and advantages of an Air
Force officer. Consider your uniform and our future. Then make it
_yours.
AIR FORCE NURSING.· A GREAT WAY OF LIFE.

Msgt N~il Mayo
(603) 431-5462
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~--------BREATH--------pushes a few buttons and
everything is done internally,.,
said Bird.
But the most important
advance of the intoximeter is
that it provides the defendant
with a second sample of his
breath which can be
independently tested.
_
"The defendant is given a
·sealed tube which he can take
to his own qualified analyzer,
and then bring it to court for a
means of defense, unlike the
breathalyzer which couldn't
provide that sample," said
Bird.
Current New Hampshire law
already states that an
individual can contest the
accuracy of a breath sample by
having a similar test taken, at

breathalyzer this usually meant
getting a blood sample, or
waiting 30 days to obtain a part
of his sample from the testing
laboratory. But with the second
sample of the intoximeter, the
defendant is afforded less
aggravation.
Some 500 certified breathal yzer operators in New
Hampshire must now undergo
a four hour training session in
the use of the intoximeter in
order to be recertified. The
State Dept: of Health, along
with the office of Police
Standards and Training,
provides the personnel to train
the officers. The Dept. of
Health is also the agency which
handles the calibration and
repair of the instruments.
Of the :500 operators there

(continued from page l)
are only four in Durham.
Lt. Donald Vittum of the
Durham Police Dept. is one
such operator who recently
·underwent recertification.
.· "The intoximeter 3000 is
more advanced than I ever
imagined we'd deal with,"
explains Vittum. ..The new
machine looks a lot like a
typewriter. There is a series of
keys with a print out sheet. Like
any computer it calls for the
punching in of routine data
before it makes an analysis."
Vittum said that the routine
data includes the serial number
of the instrument, name of the
requesting officer, the date of
the arrest, the operator's
certification m,imber, name of
the subject, and the state in
which the license is registered.
"The individual blows evenly
into a mouthpiece connected to
a tube. I just look at the
keyboard and it tells me if I'm
getting an adequate sample.
The real test value comes with
that preserved sample. I take a
sample tube. hook _it into the

:••·········
···········~
E·-1LOVE YOU KERRY!! J
his

own

expense.

With

the

.........................◄

instrument, touch a key, and and then use the standard
the second sample for the · preliminary tests such as
balancing, walking, touching
person is made."
But before any test can be the nose, etc. Based on that
taken, Vittum continued, a evidence we make an arrest and
twenty minute waiting period perform a breath sample and
must be observed. If the reading. All this evidence is
individual should belch or used in the case against the
vomit in that time he is a refusal impared driver."
A reading of. I percent BAC
and will automatically lose his
is prima fecia evidence that an
license for 60 days.
"In twenty minutes we want individual is under the
the ratio between the air and influence of intoxicating liquor
blood. If you burp, for and subject to a court hearing.
Any person convicted of
example, you're bringing up
vapor from the stomach. We DWI for the first time faces a
want the alcohol in the mouth fine up to $ I000, and loss of
to have a chance to dissipate," license for 60 days. Second
offenders, within a seven year
he said.
According to Vittum police .period, are guilty of a
officers use a variety of misdemeanor and must face a
techniques to detect an sentt-ncf' of seven days in jail, a
impared driver, a term fine up to $1,000, and the loss
preferable to drunk driver, of his license for the next three
implying an inability to operate years.
Durham will be one of the
a motor vehicle.
"All new recruits are trained last communities to receive the
at the Police Academy in intoximeter 3000 due to its size
apprehension prevention of and geographic location .
impared drivers. We judge Vittum hopes it will arrive by
basically by physical attributes March 1.
••A city, such as Dover,
would get one a lot faster," he
· said, "and we could use theirs."
In the interim impared
drivers will be subject to a
blood or urine sample which
involves a trip to a nearby
hospital.
"Under the implied consent
laws a person is required to go
to the hospital at an officer's
request. And if you're afraid of
needles I suggest you'd better
not be out driving drunk."
Failure to comply with an
officerj_s-~on~idered a refusal.
BREA TH, page 11

Before We PUt You In Charge Of The World's
Most Sophisticated Nudear Equipment,
We Put You Through The World's ·
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Training.
that most of the men
who operate the
months of intensive
reactors
in private
training to become a
industry
started in the
fully qualified officer in
Nuclear Navy.)
the Nuclear Navy. You
It takes more time
begin with four months
and
more
effort to
of leadership training.
become
an
officer in the
Then as a Navy officer
Nuclear Navy. But the
you get a full year of
rewards are greater, too.
graduate-level training
The rewards can begin as early as
unavailable anywhere else at any price.
your
junior year in college. Qualify, and
Navy training-is based on more than
the Navy will pay you approximately
1900 reactor-years of experience. Right
$1000/month while you finish schooL
now the Navy operates over half the
After four yea·rs, with regular
nuclear reactors in America. And the
promotions
and salary increases, you can
Navy's nuclear equipment is the most
be earning as much as $40,500. That's on
sophisticated in the world. That's why
top of a benefits package that includes
your Navy training is and must be the
and dental care, and 30 days'
medical
most sophisticated in the world.
vacation earned every year. More
As an officer in the Nuclear Navy,
responsibility, more money, more future.
,, you have decision-making authority
So, if you're majoring in math,
immediately. You get important manageengineering or the
ment responsibility
;;;v~;;O;;U-;:;;T~
--;
;;
l
physical sciences, and
fast. Because in the
INFORMATION CENTER
I
you want to know more
Navy, as your knowlI P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
about a future in
I becoming
D Please send me more information about
I
edge grows, so does
an officer in the Nuclear Navy.
( 0 N)
nuclear
power, fill in
your responsibility.
I Name_ _
_ _-=-__,,,,....,.....-,---.....-,--- 1
the
coupon.
First
( Please Print I
Last
I
Your training and
1 Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __,...pt. # - - Today's Nuclear
experience place you
1 City_ _ _ _ _ _ Stat,. ,__ _ _ Z i p _ I Navy is an opportunity
among the country's
Ag.,__ _ tCollege/University_~·--_
_ -_-_-_-_-_ I
no other in the
most qualified profes- · I :j:Year
in Colleg..__ _ _ _ +GL
I like
world.
sionals. (No surprise
I .6.Major/Mino.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

It-takes more than 16

r

I

I
L

Phone Number·_

___,,,.-,-----=--=e-~...,,...,~

(Area Code) .
Best Time to Call
This is for general recruitment information. You do not have to
furnish any of the information requested. Of course, the more we
know, the more we can help to determine the kinds of Navy posi•
tions for which you qualify.

-----------

I

I
J

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL .
University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses: anthropology, art, bilingual education, folk music and folk
dance, history, political science, sociology, Spanish language and literature and intensive Spanish. Six-week session. July 4-August 12, 1983.
Fully accredited program.
Tuition $400. Room and
board in Mexican home,·
$425.
EEO/AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert L. Nugent 205
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721
(602) 626-4729

ZODIAC
BOOTS
RED'S SHOE BARN
BroadwJy. Dover
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-----BREATH----( continued from page 10)
There are communities in
New Hampshire that have
established special programs to
aid in the crackdown and
detection of OWi's. In
Rockingham County Wolf
Pack and RIDD (Reduced
Incidence of Drunk Driving)
have been formed .for this
purpose. The theory behind the
programs ~ is to patrol extra
police during the peak drinking
hours of 9 p.m. and 3 a.m.,
when the most patrons are
travelling to or from a drinking
establishment.
The soul proprietor of the
RIDD program is Rockingh am County Attorney
Carleton Eldredge, who works
in conjunction with the State
Police.
"RIDD is a federally funded
program which puts money
into extra cruisers. It is not an
ongoing thing, but runs for a
period of time until the
community takes it over. All
RIDD workers are paid," said

appropriate way to describe
Eldr~dge.
Unlike RIDD, Wolf Pack · our program and it has received
a lot of public appeal."
does not receive federal funds
Due to understaffing.
but operates soley on the
however, Wolf Pack .has not
availability of officers ,
requiring a rejuggling of been in operation this year, but
Eldredge has hopes of starting
schedules, said Eldredge.
"Wolf Pack is _a highway
it up again soon.
"We lost the funds for RIDD
enforcement project aimed at
after cutbacks by Governor
the DWI," he said. "We use our
existing local resources, such as
Gallen. But when word got
around about Wolf Pack the
cruisers and cops, and select
money came back," he said.
areas that are reasonable to
Eldredge mentioned the
patrol. We try to find the local
pos's ibility of starting p_rograms
habit or concentrate on New
Hampshire highways."
such as RIDD or Wolf Pack
The name Wolf Pack has its
between Dover and Portsmouth, but no immediate plans
origins in World War II,
according to Eldredge.
have been formulated.
"The term was used to label a
"Just watch out. Some night
group of Nazi subs in
we just may be sitting around
the corner "
Germany. We thought it was an
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY

PIZZYHEAD!
~~

~~

~~~------------------------------~-----------~----~~
The Columban Fathers extend

AN INVITATION
... to young Catholic men with idealism,
courage and generosity to join over 800
Columban missions priests serving the poor and
needy in eight Third World countries ...
and have a happy rewarding life.
For more information on becoming a missionary priest, contact:
I

Father Michael Harrison
We carry the "Top of The Line" from the best manufactures in the
business. We'll select the best perm for your hair type and hairstyle
from the "Top 1O" we always ha~e in stock ,
HAIRWORKS UNLIMITED

COLUMBAN FATHERS
310 Adams St.
Quincy, Ma. 02169
(617) 472-1494

Hours: M-S - 9-5 Th & F Eve Till 7

ATTENTION UNH
SKI CLUB MEMBERS.

fres}nnan

Orientat ion

And Non~Memhers

Staff
Applicalion1 available al !he lJean of Jtudcab
Office, upJtairJ HuddleJfon

-

,

..Summer Empl_zyment June,1.-.lu!y 1
There is a
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This meeting will discuss our schedules and
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-----WUNH--(continued from page 1)
change for a more positive
image."
Student Body" President
Karen Johnson said the
problem is marketing. She said
she was disappointed that the
PULSE survey found that 66%
of the students never listen to
WUNH.
"It's a free service, yet many
students don't take advantage
of•it," she said. '"I think they
(WUNH) have taken steps to
increase their audience. I'm
very pleased."
Johnson said the music
played on WUNH W?li not a
consideration of the s~nate
evaluation committee. The
evaluation committee made
recommendations concerning
management, programming
non-student volunteers and
record inventories.
Mayrand said WUNH plans
on putting ads in The New
Hampshire highlighting
planned programs. They will
try harder to get students to
look at program guides by
putting them in dormitories
and Greek houses, he said.
"We're going to be telling
students we 're here," he said.
"When I've been on the air,
people have actually called me
up and asked me what number
we are on the dial."
"The promotional budget
will be used this year," Boucher
said.
He said WUNH provides
different services than
commercial radio. He
mentioned the variance of
programming, public service,
news and the play of requests as
advantages WUNH has over
other radio stations. Advertising time will also be given to
other student organizations
who want to go and make an
ad, Boucher said.
"We have more to offer than
rock 'n' roll," he said. "I like to
think we're something extra on
the radio dial."
,
The station . now has
guidelines for disc jockeys so
they will play music by bands
that people know, Mayrand
said.
"All we have to do is play
one-half hour of obscure stuff
and we lose listeners," said
Boucher.
Student Trustee Jon Cohen
said WUNH has had a turnover
in personnel and the new
people look at things
differently.

"They know they need to
change," he said. "But I
definitely don't want them to be
another WERZ (as far as the
music played.)."
WUNH won't play music
th.a t is "too commercial,"
Mayrand said, meaning songs
that are top 40. He cited as an
example the new single by the
band Journey.
"We'll play it (the single)
now, but once it takes off we'll
move to something else," he
said.
Mayrand said commercial
radio uses college radio
stations as a "testing ground"
for new music. Commercial
stations look at college
stations' playlists to -decide
what -songs are potential hits.
WUNH has more freedom
because they are "not in a
ratings war," he said.
WUNH is a station that
"grows on you," Mayrand said.
A lot of students here can't get
into clubs and have never heard
college radio before so they're
"trapped into" commercial
radio.
"They've changed alot," said
Junior Renate Collins.
"There's a lot more variety now
than last year. Last year they
played too much punk and new
wave. It wasn't a station you
could just sit and listen to."
Gene Franceware, an
academic advisor to WUNH,
said, "they have to constantly
evaluate their work. We may
have let up a bit, but we haven't
ignored the listeners."
"I listen to the classical
programs and I've used the
extended thumb," said one
senior who asked not to be
named. "I listen to it because
it's not top 40 and there aren't
any obnoxious disc jockeys and
obnoxious commercials," she
said.
Boucher said the station
plans to have another survey
done by PULSE at the end of
the semester. He said the 34%
of the students who do use the
services of WUNH is a "pretty
good number" but would like
to see it higher. "I'd like to see it
around 50%," he said.

BLOOD

HUGA

DONOR TODAY!
At Durham Red Cross Valentine
Blood Drive
Feb 14-15-16-17
MUB

lOANI - 3PM
printed courtesy of
Arnold Air 'society, Afl{OTC
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The wait is over! Welcome to Jordan Marsh in the
Fox Run Mall! Your brand-new and beautiful full
.:..r ·,
line department store is brimming with spring
-~ --~ . }.: ·
fashions, unique selections, special services
and your style of quality matched with value. _
- r·-r- ·
Take the Spaulding Turnpike or Interstate 95 _ _ ~- - - · ·
to an exciting shopping experience.
-----rft!\r'You can have a JM charge-pronto!
Here's how to qualify for a Jordan Marsh charge card instantly.
You must have a valid New England driver's license, one of the
following charge cards: American Express, ®Diners' Club, VISA,
Master Card or a checking account in New England. After you've supplied our credit office with this information, you can
begin using your very own JM charge card instantly!
Everything starts this Sunday at
12 noon sharp. Be at the Fox Run
Mall and receive your helium
filled balloon or brightly colored
carnation. Then, register to win
one of over 100 fabulous
merchandise prizes from Jordan
Marsh. plus there 'll be two adult
weekend ski packages from
Waterville Valley Ski Resort and
more. Winners will be drawn the
week of Feb. 21st and notified by
mail.
12-3 p.m. Sun. Thrill to the sounds
of Ben Baldwin and the Big
Notes-6-pc. swing band.

12-1 p.m. Mon. & Wed. Meet
chef Jim Haller from the Blue
Strawbery Restaurant.
12-1 p.m. Tues. & Thurs. Enjoy
Schermerhorn 's wine and cheese
tasting demo.
12-1 p.m. Fri. See 127 Restaurant
demo featuring chef Peter Collin.
1-2 p.m. all this week:
Mon. Drawing to be held for 8
pairs of tickets to see Twiggy and
Tommy Tune appearing in "My
One & Only" at the Colonial
Theater, Boston.
Tues. Meet former Red Sox
player, Bob Montgomery.

-. ~--~

·t~--/;-:,......-

Wed. ''All My Children " star
Laurence Lau and soap opera
expert Mike Osborne will be on
hand to answer all you "soap"
questions.
Thurs. & Fri. Busch
"Heartbreakers" cheerleaders for
the Boston Breakers USFL will be
here with Breakers t-shirt and
game ticket giveaways.
Every day from 2-3 p.m. See a
performance by the Pontine
Theatre Group.
3-6 p.m. Mon., Wed. & Fri. Have
a delightful drawing done by
Caricatures Unltd. at no charge.

3-6 p.m. Tues. & Thurs. Artist
Gordon Carlisle will sketch your
portrait for a small fee.
7-9 p.m. Mon. & Tues. Enjoy
classical jazz with the Eckels
Brothers.
And for school vacation week
the David Ruppert Puppets will
perform 3 shows daily on Mon ..
Wed. and Fri.

iordll llPSh

Open Sunday 12 noon to 6 p.m~ Shop Monday through Saturday 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
470

Jordon Marsh ... A Unit of Allied Stores.
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Tuesdays & Fridays

WANTED

muso

The New Hampshire
ASK FOR

SUBARU

·

'9>

(603) 742-364 7

PETER BROOKS
TRI-CITY SUBARU, INC . .
QUALITY
USED CARS

ROUTE. 16
SOMERSWORTH. NH 03878

The Memorial Union
Student Organization

MID-WINTER
CLEARANCE SALE
20%-75% OFF

is now accepting applications
for the f olloWing positions:

Cro,., Countr·y Ski "

ThPrm:,iJ Underwear

Ski Parkas
Pullover Shells

Fleece Jackels
Sleeping Bags
Wool Sweaters & Shirts

PRESIDENT
for 1983/84 academic year

SPECIAL

Train this semester to be president of
the largest programming student organiz~tion
at UNH.

ASSISTANT
BUSINESS MANAGER
Will work with Business Manager this
semester and take the position in
the '83 - 84 school year.

SPECIAL

SPECIAL
Complete Package
$45.00 - $49.00

Ski - w Binding
$29.00 - $49.00

ft
,.

.

.

-

The American
Cancer Society
thanks you.
Your employees
thankyou.
Their families
thank you.
You've become a
life saver. Literallv.
For installing our·
Employee Education
Program. For
understanding that if
cancer is detected in
its early stages,
chances for cure are
greatly-increased.
Thank you.
Hundreds of
companies now
have an American
Cancer Society
Employee Ed~cation
Program. If yours isn't one of them,
call us .

i®

American Cancer Society
2,000,000 people~ cancer.

[riJi/s .__ - f! _lPildtrnt55
'!!!

. ASSISTANT
PUB PROGRAMMER

I

Pertee BrODk Line
Ourl)im.
H1mpshire 03824

Hours

Mon •Frt

sa,
Sun

:

9 5 30

9 .5

11 -

·

Will train to take over next year
as Pub Programmer.

THESE ARE

PAID .
POSITIONS
BETINUOLUED
Pick up applications in Room 148 in
the MUB or call MUSO
at 862-1485
deadline for applications
February 18

FOR VALENTINES
DAY
Send Someone
You Love (or Like)

-FLOWERS~

IQ1JI D'J'&t ffJUCII IUJIUST

-we deliveron campus, Dover,
Lee, Newmarket
M-F 9:00- 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 - 5:00
Sun. Feb. 13 11 :00 - 4:00

:JL. leJ Cu,,e1
FLOWER & GIFT SHOP
56 Main Street-Durham
868-7021

l

I

-SUNUNU<

continued from page 1)
compare the prforities of the
University System and other
state agencies.
Morse denied Sununu's
accusations, saying that since
November, when Sununu was
elected, "trustees, campus
presidents, and administrators
have made every effort through
numerous personal meetings
and written communications to
review and clarify the financial
information" requested by
Sununu.
"The real impact of
Governor Sununu's budget
recommendation will be
serious cutbacks in the
educational programs that the
University System can offer,"
Morse said in a written
statement, "and tuition
increases that will only make it
that much harder for New
Hampshire people to obtam
the learning and training they
need for the years ahead."
Sununu announced level
funding - no cuts and no
increases compared to 1983 in 1984 funding, and said that
increases are planned for 1985.
Morse said this plan will
affect the University System
because it is now using more
than $4 million in one-time
savings to offset inflation.
Because of this, Morse said,
"we have held our overall cost
increase to less then 4 percent
this year, or less than half the
cost increase at other colleges
and universities in New
Hampshire and across the
nation."

Frank Bachich, UN H's vicepresident of Financial Affairs
and Administration, said the
cuts "obviously present very
serious problems for the
University."
"A lot of tough decisions will
have to be faced," he said,
adding it is too early to discuss
those decisions specifically.

"If we get the ·same amount
(as last year), we are still $3.5 to
·$4 million short," said Student
Trustee Jon Cohen.
_
"You're talking about raising
tuition $200 to $400 per student
just to keep it at the present
level," Cohen said.
"I hope the people in the
legislature know what it's going
to do to the University
System," he said.
will mean com nued
difficulties to students and
pressure on every department,"
said Jim Carroll, chairman of
the Student Senate's Students
for the University Council.
"Hopefully there is a light at
the end of the tunnel, if we put
pressure on the legislature,"
Carroll said.
In his speech yesterday,
Sununu said he would try to
convince the University System
it's "in their own long-term best
interest to close the
communication gap."
"It

And Morse said, "we will
continue to strive to maintain
as effective communications
with the Executive Branch as
we have had with the General
Court."
But he maintained that the
State owes the University
System more support.
"The state's inability to
provide a fair share of cost
increases caused by inflation
and obligation to our
employees has already forced
students and parents to pay a
much larger share," he said. · ·

. . .t

-I -

•

t

6 E xc1tmg Theatres Under One Roof
A NEW OIM':NSION IN CINEMA LUXURY

I

Gift Certificates Available

I

~

.

-'

.

\-~Rubber Ducky:
REMEMBER YOUR
LOVE ONE ON
VALENTINE'S DAY
· WITH

FLOWE

CINE 1·2·3·4·5·6
NEWINGTON MALL 431-4200

·•* MUSO film series presents ...

Focus
on
America's
Future

FIVE
EASY
PIECES
Starring Jack Nicholson and Karen Black

Help Prevent Birth Defects
Support the

/ff'\
'3i:' ~!c;b'°<?,fJ2.!!!1J?§

In this award winning film, Jack Nicholson takes you through the loves and hates, triumphs and
troubles of an everyday hardworking roughneck. He is a man fleeing from his heritage and family, his
personal failures and ultimately himself. It makes for a revealing drama carried out with much sensitivity.

Sunday, February 13
7 & 9:30 p.m.
~_-_ __s_t_ra_f_fu_r_d_R_o_om_-_M_U_B____A_d_m_i_ss_io_n_:_$_1_.o_o_ _ _ _ _ _ _~

YOURBSN
ISWOKIHAN
OFFICER'S COMMISSION
INTHEARMY.

Your BSN means you're a professional nurse. In
the Army, it also means you're an officer. You start as a
full-fledged member of our medical team. Call your
local Army Nurse Corps Recruiter. Or stop by.

-----------------------------------------,t
For
informadoa, write:
IIIOl'e

The Army Nune Corps.
N ~ R...., U.S. Anny Recruitilll

Fort Georae G. Made, MD 20755

Name ________________________
Address __________________

Apt. _ _

City, State. Z I P - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,:, Phone
____________________ Age _ __

L------------------------------------------J

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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Editorial
John ·Sununu's ·not kidding
Governor John Sununu, presenting his state
budget plan for the next two years yesterday,
said the University System of New Hampshire
will have to work next year with no. increases in
state . funding, although some increases are
planned for 1985.
What that really means, according to Board
of Trustees chairman Richard Morse, is a $1.7
million cut in funding to the University

there's no chance of changing his mind. There
is hope, however, in the State Legislature,
which must approve Suimnu's budget by the
end of June.
In University Forum Tuesday, three writers
- including Student Body President Karen
Johnson - warned of the problems resulting
from budget cuts; Johnson pleaded with

Concord .
And realizing recently how serious the
problem is, Johnson has talked about
orgamzmg a massive student campaign to
convince legislators the University System
needs more money.
This won't work with twenty students, and it
won't work with fourty. Legislators need to
hear from hundreds of UNH students in the

System.

students to help convince legislators UNH

next few months.

And what that means, Morse said, is
"significant" increases in tuition and "serious
cutbacks" in educational programs.
Sununu was critical of the University
System in his budget speech yesterday, and

deserves more funding.
Morse said Y-esterday the Board of Trustees
will keep working for more of a committment
from the legislature. University officials and
student leaders are also planning to lobby in

UNH students who say they're sick ofbigger
classes, fewer teachers, fewer programs, and
higher tuition now have to prove they're sick of
all that.
Because John Sununu's not kidding .

.Letters
inquiry have no place in the to drive to Boston- at Lee's
continue to be and know you will
modern university. A tender young Chinese Restaurant. in Durham.
make this dri_ve one of the best yet!
mind must be gently guided and
l write on behalf of all those who
Allow me a bit of whimsey as I
directed into proper channels, and have filled this restaurant since the
am writing this with drifting snow
New
Year
at
the
noon
hour,
or
who
if
this
doesn't
prove
successful,
To the Editor:
and whirling winds blowing
The sports section of the Feb. 4 then, and only then, must they be· have enjoyed a relaxing evening To Our Deat Valentine's of UNH!
against my windows! I just want to
forced into those proper channels. • meal there. This genuine Chinese
The New Hampshire contains
say in closing:
Something good usually results
In this chaotic world, it is restaurant in fact offers excellent from something not so good·! Tlie
surprising usage of the English
Roses are red ·
reassuring to know that some food. each plate prepared fresh_ not so good is that because of the
language. An interview with field
Violets are blue
rather
than
in
batches,
at
a
very
things
never
change.
One
can
hockey coach Didio includes
UNH We love you!
recent storm,our blood drive went
always count on UN H to stifle that reasonable price.
unusual spelling of the words
See you:
well
below
its
quota
and
another
The egg rolls are dry (not oily) was cancelled!!
troublesome head of creativity,
"extention" and "premadonas" the
Jarry Stearns
imagination
o'
r
academic
nonand
delici9us.
the
cream
soup
. latter word is probably analogous
Your Durham Red Cross Blood
The good is that our
conformity that so annoyingly exquisite, the vegetables crisp as bloodmobile will visit UNH on Chairman.
to pre-med, and means a training
pops up in Durham. I personally they should be. and the meat dishes
period for madonnahood.
p.s. Phi Kappa Theta fraternity
Monday, Febuary 14th through
lose sleep worrying about the authentically prepared in Thursday, Febuary 17th, at the has a surprise for you!
In addition, the description of
havoc that would result if UNH Mandarin-Taiwanese sauces.
the Vermont basketball game
MUB from 10 to 3, and I know you
would cease to smother its students From Chinese friends I hear. that of UN H will do your best to "HUG
contains a remarkable statementand faculty under its protective this is the best quality Chinese food
" ... Dixon ... snagged the rebound
MANY DONORS" so we can get
blanket. Sure, some may call this in -the entire Dover-Portsmoth back to normal again.
and by force of gravity headed out
Fascism,
humbug--!
think
we've
area.
They
tell
me
that
t~e
cook
of bounds." Since the force of
UNH blood drives have always
got enough old ideas to worry discards any dish which is not
gravity pulls Dixon down, one
reminded
me of a song in recent
about today, we sure don't need prepared to a high standard, and · years - "It's a Heart Beat - It's
concludes that the basketball court
To the Editor:
any new ones.
that many of the ingredients are love beat and we need that "beat"
is out of bounds. Coach Friel
What the hell is going on with
The
most
important
lesson
a
in
Boston.
purchased
would be required to change his
this University? Does the student
more then ever now!"
We
have
already
used
this
student
can
learn
while
at
UNH
whole game plan if that were the
Just remember that someone is really come first? Is this not our
can be discovered simply by paying restaurant for a special occasion in just your type and is waiting to hockey team?
case.
close attention to the smooth, the Department when the Faculty '"hug" you from afar. And you
The New Hampshire sports
These questions and .others may
machine-like workings of the Center was booked and we sought answer our call for help and give be rightly posed in regards to the
section does indeed contain
University.
And
like
a
wellan
atmosphere
for
conversation
creative use of the English
UNH-St.Lawrence hockey game
them a "Lifetime" valentine!
engineered machine, where each and a full stomach: the proprieter
language.
The people of our state owe you played this past Saturday night. At
J. Weber · part is synchronized with the one and cook planned the menu. in and your predecessors much for 7: 15 P.M., that night, minutes
before it, those at UNH know the advance and surprised us with free your dedication over the years - before the game was to start a
sublime pleasure of always chicken wing hors d'ouevres which many may owe you their very lives! group of UNH students. including
"following orders" regardless of we had not even ordered. The
myself, stood - outside Snively
I hope you realize how
consequences. History has shown praise was spontaneous among our important you have been and
(continued next page)
.
this rational to be expedient, 12 guests.
To the Editor:
requiring the least amount of
William R. Woodward
Three cheers for the instituthought.
tional Review Board's decision to .
Without the administration's
confiscate the research papers of
vital restraints, and the To the Editor:
I was most disturbed about the
the sociology students. The time,
unquestioned cooperation of the
money and intellectual energy put
faculty, it isn't difficult to see what letter to the Editor on "Lee's food". ·
The basic problem with Mr.
into these projects is of little
GREG FLEMMING. Editor
hideous path this university would
relative value when one considers
be headed down--imagine waking Reeher's letter is his general
the reason this action was taken:
up and finding a forum for the free statement about Lee's food. He
DE!l.!I.IS DuBOIS. Managing Editor
_JA!I.E HOOVER. Managing hlitor
the displeasure of a faculty
MAGGIE McKOWE~ . 1'.cws Editor
BARBARA !I.ORRIS. !I.cw~ Editor
exchange -of ideas here at UNH. was right "the buffet provided an
TODD BALI-'. Sports Editor
WILLIAM PITTS. Fcaturc, Editor
uncharacteristic sample of Lee's
member regarding the subject
Scary, huh?
CAROLYN BLACKMAR. Photo Editor
matter of the research. After all,
Alan Klehr talents". However, I'd like to know
what expertise does Mr. Reeher
. the delicate feelings of one faculty
J!M SINGER. Business Manager
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member far out-weigh the
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of good cooking''"? Furthermore,
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University Forum
The SATs: what do,they prove, -anyway?
By Patricia Craw/ord

complete agreement. Academic
success, whether it be in high school or
college, is based solely on motivation
and nothing else. In my high school
class for example, a good friend of
mine named Foxwell set a goal for
himself as a freshman. His goal was to
be, after four years of school, the class
valedictorian.

Each year the College Board
publishes literature dealing with all
aspects of the Scholastic Aptitude
Test. In these pamphlets and
magazines, it is their goal to inform
college admissions offices and high
schoolers alike of what the SAT is,
what it measures, and finally, what
purpose it serves. The College Board
says in the article "Six Points About
Special Preparation for the SAT", that
"The SAT

111ca:,u1 t::s

the extent

lo

which your reasoning ability and skills
with works and mathematical
concepts have been developed up to
the time . you take the test. These are
abilities that are related to academic
success in college ... " Each time I read
that quote it becomes increasingly
ludicrous. I can only interpret it as --saying that if I perform well on my
SAT, then ac:idemic success is
guaranteed. Conversely, low · board
scores indicate that academic failure in
college is inevitable.
Yet in a different piece of literature
entitled "A Counselor's Guide to
Helping Students Learn From the
PSAT / NMSQT", they blatantly
contradict themselves when saying
"The SAT does not measure other
kinds of abilities that may be
associated with success in college, such
as special talents or mo.tivation. Your
high school record is probably the best
evidence of your preparation for
college." How can they first say that
academic success is based on SAT
scores and then turn around and say
that it's all motivation?
Although I'm angry that the College
Board, a supposedly re~pected and
knowledgeable. staff, contradicts itself
without question, it is that
contradiction with which I am m

The motivation and desire to reach
his goal were incredible. Every school
night he worked his fingers to the
bone, whether work had to be done
that night or not. In fact, he was
usually ahead. in the reading for most
of his classes. Sometimes I would feel
· guilty if I did better on a test that I had
not studied for, but he later told me
that it was this competition that made
him work even harder.
In the spring of our junior year, it
was time to take the SA T's. Because
Foxwell had, at that point, the highest
grade point average, the rest of us
assumed that he would do exceedingly
well on the exam. But when the results
were mailed to him and he told us how
he did, we wer.e shocked. His board
scores only average, which obviously
indicated that it was sheer motivation
that had given him his A's in school.
Despite his average board scores,
Foxwell continued to work towards
his goal. Afterall, what was going to
make him class valedictorian--high
board scores or determination? With
that in mind, he worked even harder (if
that was possible) the next and final
year. On graduation day, it wasn't"
Sean with his high SAT scores who
delivered the valedictory address, but
Foxwell--the one who knew what he
wanted and worked for it.
The same holds true for academic
success in college. Foxwell now a

freshman at UNH. is picking up right
where he left off in high school. The
courses in which he is presently
enrolled are extremely difficult. But
now his drive to do well is being
powered by two sources, the first of
which is to acquire a strong
understanding of all course work so
that a good job will be awaiting him
upon graduation. The second is to
disprove, again, the myth that SA T's
relate to academic success.
Aftcrnll, n pcr.300 will get uut. of

. college ( or high _school) exactly what
he puts into it. Someone at Harvard
may be a brilliant person, but as a
student, is flunking out because he
thinks that his high SAT scores will
pull him through for four years. At the
same time, another person at Harvard
with lower board results is doing
remarkable work, but only because
he's a hard worker who's determined
to excel. It's apparent to me that the
second person is the one who's
achieving "academic success".
According to Martha Jackson,-the
assistant Admissions Director at
Thompson Hall, the SAT functions
primarily as a "common denominator" on entrance applications. This
"common denominator"is needed for
two reasons, the first being that
applicants have taken different
courses that vary in their degree of
difficulty. Secondly,these applicants
come from high schools with different
grading systems. But how can the SAT
be used as a "common denominator" if
it does not measure one's motivation
to succeed? My impression is that tests
are being taken solely for the sake of
being taken.
I have come to three major
conclusions concetning the SA T's.
First of all, the SA T's cause much

consternation among those students
who are pressured by colleges,
relatives and even themselves to score
well. It is feared that unless they walk
out of the testing with scores of 600 or
above, the college of their choice won't
accept them; and in some cases, it's
very true. By the time they go to be
tested they're a. bundle of nerves. I
think if there wasn't so much empha~is
placed on the SAT's, then the scores
would be higher. It seems clear to me
Llidl

a

pt:1~011

who walk~ imo the

testing room cool as a cucumber is apt
to perform better than a person who's
a nervous wreck.
But because the SA T's are regarded
by many as terribly important and
essential requirements, many students
have to spend two and a half hours
laboring over an exam that, in reality,
will probably not reflect a whole heck
of a lot. I can think of more
constructive things to do in two and a
half hours than take the SAT.
Last but not least, is that incredible
amounts of money are being poured
into the SA T's. Students pay nearly
fifteen dollars to take the test, and
because a good percentage think they
scored too low, they pay another
fifteen dollars to take them again.
That's thirty dollars that I consider to
have been poorly spent. Regardless of
what I think, however, the SA T's are
here to stay. The College Board and·
many colleges across the nation insist
that they are valuable, so each year
college-bound juniors and seniors will
dole out their effort, time and money
for a test that will not measure
motivation--the key to academic
success.

Patricia Craw/ord is a freshman ·
Communications major.

-Letters
(continued)
was on "private" property. uh. that
Arena freezing our keesters off and is. the cement walk outside the big
clutching our student I D's with the blue doors of Snively.
After useless arguing and a
glistening blue athletic tags stuck
on them as we waited to go inside possible arrest threat. I stormed
to see OUR hockey team play. away. Pffd with the situation
Well. it turned out that by the time behind me. Tell me. Policy makers.
the game started, a burly what right does the person
gentleman with a tan cap along possessing a paper ticket have over
with 5 Mr. Pleece Ocifers the student with his shiny blue
magically appeared and told us sticker? I wants ta know! This is
that we were denied admittance student abuse. If this kind of
into the arena. They said only nonsense occurs again. then what
those with general admission or good is it to encourage students to
reserved seating tickets would be cough up their tight funds for
allowed entrance beyond the aisle future athletic stickers?
Hope you UNH authoritarians
of blue doors.
Hey. what's the story here?" I enjoyed sieving our vulnerable
yelled out furiously, "This is ticket dollars last year. Say, now
ludicrous! This here 1.0. is my you should go out and enjoy happy
reserved ticket I paid $30 for in hour at the N.E.Center. Oh. don't
worry-It'll be on us.
August."
Joe Antonio
Then the burly gentleman with
the tan cap replied. "Hey listen,
talk to your president. You elected
to buy that ticket. That's the
chance you take." I was furious.
Enraged!
I retorted,"What about us
students? You already have our To the Editor:
money in your bank. This is our You have the right:
University! Our hodey team!" To a birth defect, because your
Does this mean that the student mother is fourteen when she has
athletic ticket is good for diddly you
squat? I believe that we the To live in a foster home
students, the ones who fork out the To be rejected by your
$8000.00 to attend this institution, grandparents on both sides of the
deserve first priority in this issue. family
As I continued to exercise my To be left at the hospital. waiting
freedom of speech. the Pleece to be adopted
Ocifers told me Pd·have to leave. I To be beaten and abused
0

Abortion

To live on Welfare, maybe forever
To be ostracized because you don't
know who your father is ·
To be resented by your mother
because she had to leave school to
have you
But most of all you have the right
to enjoy all of the above, because
the most important thing is to be
alive. no matter what your life is
like. These are your rights, and
they are for your protection.
Another man with an in-depth
understanding of the abortion
issue, I have some questions for
Mr. O'Brien. How many unwanted
children have you adopted? Have
you discussed birth control with
every single woman you ever had
sexual relations with. befpre you
had sex? Or do you think that the
answer to the problem is to not
have sex? Do you realize that even
the most reliable birth control
methods have a failure rate?
I suggest that the issue here is
not a dispute between those who
condone fetus-killin~ ands_ those
who don't. It's a bit more complex
than that. The issue is rea-lly one of
sexuality. and the need for reliable
birth control. Until such time as
these issues are dealt with
effectively. we must make

available safe. legal abortion. To
me. that is the responsible thing to
do. If one can not be responsible
s1bout one's sexuality. or birth
control methods fail. women still
need to be able to make choices

about the q~ality of their lives, and
_!he lives of their childr~n_._ _ _

than to create a "rape scare"
causing women to be afraid to go
out alone (that is, more afraid than
they are normally).
To the author of the graffiti, I
applaud your effort to draw
attention to one of the most serious
and most neglected problems of
our society. I realize your action
was born out of frustration, butcreating an ••armed camp" out of
the female population of this
campus is not healthy for them.
Neither is being raped, and since
the majority of rapes on this
campus are date or' aquaintance
rapes rather than brutal attacks,
there are things womeo and men
can do to avoid and stop them.
Workshops on this will be given on
campus every Sunday through
Thursday for the rest of the
semester by a group called
SHARP (Sexual Harrassment and
Rape Prevention), operating out
of the Dean of Students Office.
It is my hope that rape can be
dealt with effectively and sanely on
this campus causing as few ulcers
and broken spirits as possible. As a
man, it bothers me to be regarded
as a potential rapist by women I
walk by at night, but until social
mores and attitudes of men
change, this will not stop and

Nobody is for abortion: nobody
thinks it's a great idea. Due to
other problems in society,
however, some of us feel it is a
necessity to have the option
available. If we punish women by
forcing them to bear unwanted
children, possibly the result of
rape, incest, or casual sex, who
does it really hurt the most?
Lack of sex education, values,
guidance and adequate birth
control have all made abortion an
unfortunate necessity in today's
society. Abortion is a complex
issue: please don't reduce it to
sarcastic self-righteousness.
Rosemary Gardner

Graffiti
To the Editor:
It may be a bit tardy, but I feel
the anti-rape graffiti which
appeared in flourescent paint
around campus last semester
deserves some comment. The
message !'i disturbing; I in 3
women raped or sexually assaulted
is not too far out of line with
national statistics. I hope the
writers of this graffiti intended it
only to draw attention to the
tremendous scope ,of. rape,. rather 1

actions like the flourescent graffiti

1

will be necessary.
Rapists make victims and
rapists of us all, fight back for
freedom.
.
.,.,
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Yamaha R-300 Receiver 30
watts RMS per channel, Regularly $260 - $219
Yamaha P-200 turntable
w/Ortofon cartridge $149
Yamaha K-200 cassette deck
$199
Yamaha.R-500 stereo receiver, 40
watts RMS per channel* $279

Yamaha R-700 stereo receiver, 50
watts RMS per channel: digital
tuning, spatial expander $379
Yamaha R-900 stereo receiver, 70
watts RMS per channel: digital
tunin9, spatial expander $469 ·
Yamaha A-400 amplifier, 40
watts RMS per channel* $199
Yamaha T-300 AM / FM tuner $169
Yamaha A-500 amplifier, 70
watts RMS per channel: moving
coil pr~amp built in $299
Yamaha T-500 AM/FM tuner $219
Kenwood 200d two-way
bookshelf speakers $49 each
Kenwood 4000 three-way
bookshelf speakers $98 e11ch
Kenwood KX-50 II cassette
deck $139
Kenwood KX-55C cassette
deck w/Dolby B&C NR $199

Carver C-9 sonic holography
plug-in adapter $199
Carver M-400 magnetic field
power amp $399

Kenwood Complete Home
System: KR-65 receiver, KD-44
turntable, 2000 speakers $379
Advent 410 FM radio w/separate
speaker, Nationally Sold For
$159-$88
Advent 420 stereo FM table
radio w/two speakers,
Nationally Sold For $269-$169
Advent 450 stereo receiver
& two speakers $199
Boston Acoustics A40 compact
two-way speakers $68 each
Boston Acoustics A60 two-way
bookshelf speakers $89 each
Boston Acoustics A70 widerange two-way speakers (a
Tweeter Best Buy) $124 each
-

Boston Acoustics A 150 11 threeway speakers - very precise
stereo imaging $199 each
Boston Acoustics A 200 threeway speakers - very precise
stereo imaging $249each

....
Nakamichi BX-1 high performance cassette deck $279
Nakamichi BX-2 cassette deck
w/Dolby B&C NR $419
Nakamichi LX-3 cassette deck
w / Dolby B&C, dual-captstan
transport $549
Nakamichi LX-5 three-head cassette deck w / Dolby B&C NR $788

Bang & Olufsen Model TX
tangentially-tracking turntable
w/B&O cartridge $499
Bang & Olufsen 1602 turntable
w / 8&O cartridge, Nationally
Sold For $295-$199 (Our
Lowest Price Ever!)
Bang & Olufsen 1700 turntable
w / B&O cartridge, Nationally
Sold For $345-$279
Bang & Olufsen 10E phono
cartridge, $19 (Our Lowest
Price Ever!)
All Alpine Car Speakers Off Regular Prices!
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Kenwood DC-20 indoor/
outdoor portable stereo system,
National! Sold For $699- $249

Bose 301 direct/reflecting speakers, Nationally Sold For $390
pair-$259 pair
Bose 601 floor~standing speakers, Nationally Sold For $944
pair_,a.$599 pair
Bose';,qo1 Series IV
direct/reflecting speakers
w / equalizer, Nationally Sotd
For$1,375-$999 complete
Aiwa CS-200 AM / SW/ FM stereo
cassette portable $99
Aiwa CS-300 AM /SW/ FM stereo
cassette portable w /two-way
speakers $129
Aiwa CS-600 AM/SW/FM stereo
cassette portable w /two-way

speakers, soft-touch controls big sound $199
Sony MDR-20T lightweight
stereo headphones $17
Ortofon FF10XE phono cartridge- our lowest price ever $19

ADS 300CC mini two-way speakers, Nationally Sold For $174
each-$129

20%

Alpine 7150 car AM / FM stereo
cassette player $149
Alpine 7128 car AM / FM stereo
cassette player w /digital ti.mer,
clock Nationally Sold For $299$239
Alpine 7138 car AM / FM stereo
cassette player w /digital tuner,
clock, Dolby NR Nationally Sold
For$349-$289
Alpine 7136 car AM / FM stereo
cassette playerw/ Dolby NAvery high quality, fits all cars
Nationally Sold For $499-$379

ADS double sub-woofer system
w /100 watt per channel amp,
electronic crossover (the best!),
Nationally Sold For $1,395. $799
ADS 730 three-way studio monitor speakers, oak or walnut
finish, Nationally Sold For $429
each-$299
ADS P-100 50 watt per channel
car power amp & ADS 300i twoway car speakers, Nationally
. Sold For $589-$499
• 0.015% distortion, 20Hz-20kHz, 8 ohms
• * 0.08% distortion, 20Hz-20kHzm 8 ohms

All Nakamichi Cassette Tape 20%0ff
Kenwood KR-810 stereo receiver
with digital tuning $169
Kenwood KR-820 digital stereo
receiver, 33 watts RMS per
channel$229
Kenwood KR-830 digital stereo
receiver, 50 watts RMS per
channel** $319
Kenwood KA-60 slim-line ampli-·
fier, 30 watts RMS per channel:*
Nationally Sold For $200-$99

ADS 200cc mini two-way speakers, Nationally Sold For $134
each-$99
·:.

Proton P-100 FM personal stereo
w / lightweight headphones,
Nationally -Sold For $119-$59

Free Kenwood headphones
to the first 100 customers
spending $50 or more at our
new store!

SOME QUANTITIES LIMITED • SALE ENDS FEBRUARY 26th.

weeter·zefc.
Th<llandoftheChosenFew '

The Mall of New Hampshire, Manchester 627-4600
520 Amherst St.-Rt. 101A, Nashua 880-7300
GRAND OPENING FEBRUARY 13

Tweeter in the Fox Run Mall, Newington, NH 431-9700
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Arts & Features
Garrett Morris gives ·UNH _c rowd humor with a moral
By Bingo Pitts
Dapperly dressed on tails
and a top hat, Garrett Morris .
appeared before 200 admirers
in the Granite State Room last
Wednesday, recounting
amusing stories about his life,
while staying away from the
absurd humor that made him
famous along with the other
members of the Saturday Night
Live crew.
Beginning with, '"Don't you
just hate it when a comedian
tells you about his life. Well,
that's what I'm going to do,"
Morris went on to depict the

creation of the Earth by Mr.
and Mrs. God; instead of
Creation, Morris termed it the
"Cosmic Orgasm." Morris
claimed that he had come to
lecture about Black History.
He mad several excellent points
about morality and racism
during his show. However, his
dialogue rambled for topic to
topic, leading some observers
to wonder if Mr. Morris had
made merry before the show.
Along with the theme of
Black History, Morris made
some effective comments about
the race problem. Recalling his
birth he said, "I looked at the
.d octor who had just hit me on .

the butt and said, 'What you
doin' Whitey?' He said, "Just
want you to get used to it early
on."
In another sketch, Morris
displayed his real talent, when
he sang some traditional folk
songs of his youth. When
Morris announced that he was
going to sing "Red Rosy Bush,"
a few people in the audience
giggled, expecting a bawdy
song. Morris quipped, "Oh, is
_that the kind of people you are?
Good, I feel at home," but went
on to sing a lovely tune in his
clP::ir

vihr::lto

tt=>nor

Morris

sang several other times during
the performance, and each time
was met with enthusiastic
applause from the audience.
Morris made no mention of
his several years with Saturday
Night Live, and ins'tead was
content to spice his down home
humor with a few moral
lessons. Making a comment on
the nuclear arms race that was
largely lost on the audience, he
stated, "We all have -our bag to
fill in life. Nuclear problem is a
dumptruck that will take us all
out of here." Other skits that
illustrated that people are not
:t-:
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Faculty recital: inspired professionalis~
By Eric M. Heath · ·
Last Tuesday night faculty
me m be r s o f th e U N H
Depa rt men t of Music
presented a recital in Paul Arts'
Bratton Recital Hall. It may
have been the most understated
musical offering on campus
this year, yet in eloquence and
precision it is likely to be
remembered as one the highlights.
Programmed for the evening
were Schoenberg's "Nachtwandler", Paul Hindemith's
"Drei StUcke", and, in
conjunction with the composer's one h u nd red th
birthday, "Histoire du Soldat"
by Igor Stravinsky. Most
unfortunately, the Schoenberg _

piece had to be cancelled
because Dr. Henry Wing fell ill;
Dr. Wing was to have been
tenor soloist in the performance.
The "Drei Stucke" were new
to my ears, but what a
delightful revelation (That's
not hifalutin; I really mean it).
Voiced for a quartet and
performed _ by pianist Ruth
Edwards, violinist Roy Mann,
David Seiler and Robert
Stibler on clarinet and trumpet
respectively, and bassist John
Hunter, the three short pieces
were, consequentially comical
and tragic, melancholy and
urgent. And in their
juxtaposition of instrument~;
trumpet answering violin,

piano being answered by
everything, they were akin to
the dance of -a harliquin jester
in moodiness and elegance.
_ As wonderfully intrigueing
as the Hindemith performance
was (and I will definately make
an effort to hear it again), the
Stravinsky, which completed
the program, quite truthfully
stole the show.
Written in 1918, and perhaps
late 1917, "Histoire du Soldat"
tells the tale of a soldier
returning from war who, first
out of blind faith and
consequently out of a search
for self and fulfillment, is
tricked repeatedly by the devil
RECIT Ai, page 20

own are Roy Mann, violin; David Sieler, darinet; Ruth Edwards, piano; John Hunter.
bass; and Robert Stil,ler, trumpet. All appeared in last Wednes.day's Faculty Recital. (J. Millard
photo)

I used to . worry about
the~ Rooshins, but now ...
By Coot Yarble
It don't seem like nothin goes
on these days but them fellars
in Washington, De Ciet, or the·
Moonies, or the Russkies ain't
behind. They seem to control'
just about everything that goes
on in the whole world.
I was saying to my wife Ethel
the other day it's them
Rooshins and religious wierdos
that takin over the country.
Everyday you see that some Ma
and Pa grocery store's been
bought up and turned into a
Commie food place or one of
those video games parlour or
some other gathering place of
--sin and perversion.
I got to thinkin' about them
vidiot places a bit. They got one
of them down to the village,
and every time I go by it on the
way to the Chat and Chew I see
-bout a hundred little rug rats in
there feeding their lunch money
into some machine.
I got curious and when in to
see what the heck was goin' on.
Hell, some of those machines
even talk. Them kids must go
'deaf with all that noise, what
with robots and planets
exploding and all. Not to
mention the flashing lights.
Lordy, its enough to burn out
your cornea.
I watched this one tyke
manipulate the controls of a
insidious device called Missile
Command. He were hardly tall
enough to reach the control
buttons. These funny jagged
lines would drop out of the top
of the vid-e-o screen and the
little punk whirled a ball and all
kinds of other things that
· zapped them jagged lines.
There was printin' on the screen
t,h at flasheq evey so often say~n

the lumps on the bottom of the
screen was cities.
Now ain't that a sight, I says.
Things dropping out of the sky
and the kid zappin him. Why
the hell did someone invent
that, I wondered.
Then I looked over to...another machine and saw
another lttle spud flyin some
thing called Zaxxon. He was
piloting a fighter-type- plane
and was shootin oil tanks and
airfield as he went. Hell, I
thought this kid's a natural for
military service. And all of a
sudden, like a autumn rain, it
hit me cold and fast. I knew
who was behind the promotion
of all those God blessed
machines. Yep, I says to myself,
it's the United States Air Force.:•
All them video games with
rockets and planes are bein
spread around to get America's
youth in shape to repel them
Rooshins and them Extraterrestrial raiders. You see, in
them underground shelters that
the Government has got all
over the country they have
them video game machines
hooked up to the National
Defense System. When the
Commander in Chief gives the
word, the Secret Service
platoons from Bangor to Baja
will swoop down on them video
parlours and grab every little
kid in front of them machines
and take em off to the bunkers.
Hell, as long as they give the
rug rats enought Twinkies,
pizza and coke, they'll never
even think about going home.
By gum, then we'll see what
them Ruskies and UFO's have
to say about an attack on the
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ECITAL------------VIDEO----- - - - - - - - - - - R<continued
f"rom page 19)
<continued from page 19)
Land of ·the Free and The national de-fense.
Brave. Ayuh, Me and Ethel is.
Coot Yarble, and his wife
gonna rest comfortable tonight Ethel, live in New Durham and
knowing we've got such good - say things just as they see them.

out of his violin, his identity Tuesday night that the Ron Phipps, who sat in for
and his soul. That violin is the Professor's direction is based in ailing bassonist Amy Rhodes,•
very profound performing did a really marvelous job as, in
symbolic core of the piece, and
performance, he played the
Roy Mann's rendering of that talent.
Mr. Batcheller's narration - score for only the second time;
instrument's melodies brought
included the roles of narrator, and musically to boot.
the gripping life-blood, that the
The rest of the ensemble was
violin as soul analogy needs for soldier and the devil in several ·
incarnations. The dramatic composed of pianist Ruth
effectiveness, into being.
If Professor Mann's _ force of his reading; the anger, Edwards, Robert Stibler on
reflection, wit and joy ~ere trumpet, Nicholas Orovich;
interpretation shone brightly
then the performance of embodied in his voice and face, trombone, bassist John Hunter
as was, most expressively, the (nice job Mr. Hunter), and
,narrator Joseph Batcheller
sorrow and evil of Satan's final Russ Girsberger on percussion
approached the intensity of a
triumph.
executing beautifully some
Nova.
The performances of Mann very important lines.
- · Mr. Batcheller is a professor
and Batcheller were inspired
It was a rewarding evening of
of drama here at UNH; a highly
yet the entire ensemble, under · modern music, poignantlly
respected professor whose
the direction of David Seiler
played and warmly received ,
tenure has been lengthy. His
equalled their quality and and presented to a crowded
work is most often seen as the
precision. And speaking of Bratton Hall audience. Good
direction of University stage
precision it must be noted that_ signs all the way around.
productions, but it was clear

Get in
on the
action

----MORRIS----

<continued from page 19)
. basically different in their
his performance. ..This last
desire for peace,
song is how I feel about me, ·
Morris closed the show with about you, and about life itself.
a religious song from his youth Just let me walk closer to thee
that summed up the message of Lord. Let it be, Lord. Let it be."

SKI SALE

CROSSWORD
ANSWERS

The
action
against
cancer

amerlca■ I

cancer society'

20% Off

Remaining Edsbyn Skis

Exel Poles, Swix Wax, Gaitors 15% Off
Boots

25% Off

Turbo Traines Reg $187

SALE $149

Rollers & Traines for Rent $IO/Week
sk·1 M agazmes
.
l/ 2 pnce
.

Durham
Bike~
~~~
HOUAS Mori · Frt. 12-~. SIi 9·3

Try something new at

••••

NICKS
Dining Room
Specials!
Friday nite - Seafood Platter $7.25
Choice of Potato/Salad

Saturday Nite - Prime Rib $7.75
Choice of Potato/Salad

TOMORROW'S MUSI-C ...
TODAY
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. . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - . -----SNOWPLOW------<continued from page 2)
To Burt Reynolds:

another two storms like this, bad that most snow removal Marcotte. However, most
we 'II spend more."
students · said they were
contractors wouldn't own it.
Miller said because UNH has
"That affected our ability to satisfied with the job that
such a large commuter student clear some of the lots," said facility services has done.
population, clearing the Miller. UNH hasn't been able
"Most of the paths I walk on
parking lots is a top priority. to replace the loader because of are clear," said Junior Colleen
The large parking lots--A ,B the tight budget, he said.
Boston. Sophomore Don
and C-- ·are cleared first.
Ratliff said, "They've done a
"It took awhile (to clean
Often Facility Services can't · up)," said Freshman Scott good job."
get a whole lot cleared because
of parked cars. Public Safety
then tries to contact the owners
PHOTO COPY
of the cars and have them
SPECIAL
moved. If they have not been
moved by the third night they
81/2 X 11"
are towed.
CAMPUS
COPY 47 Main St. 868-2450
" I would quess we towed
over 20 cars last (Wednesday)
night," said ·Miller.
According to Miller ,
Monday's storm took a little

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!

5C

From Frog

longer thtl.n U5Uiil lO clean up

because a loader used for
clearing parking lots was
broken. Miller said the
, condition of the loader w_a~ S_?

CUSTOM T-SHIRT PRINT,JNG .
Businesses. clubs. organi,.ations
Hat~. totes. golf shirts~ SWt"dtshirts
Many styles available
'No order t 0•1 sma II

N.H. PRINTWORKS
.ll31 Lafayette Road

PETER C'. GREIDER

Portsmouth. N.H. 03801

603-431-8., 19

fJOOL·AID
802-2293

r- · ... . ···.....· · · · ,· · · .· .· . . . ~.
The name
says it
all.

IFINANCIAL AID APPLICATIONS I

i

I
I

OPEN RUSH
Monday, Feb. 14, 1983!

I

I

8 pni to 10 pni

Ill
ill

Refreshnients served

I

The house
does it
all.

·1

~l

I

NOW AVAILABLE
for 1983-4

I

,,,.,,._~~

Financial Aid Office,

II

207 Thompson Hall
(M-F 8:00-4:30)

I

at the

I

I
Ii

i

Applicants need:

it

!~~i

1) a 1983-84 UNH Application Form (grey)

Iii

2) a 1983-84 Financial Aid Form (FAF)

I
I

I

I

I
~~

l

~1
.i~ .
=~~

PRIORITY DEADLINES: .
Undergraduates: February 15, 1983
Graduates: May I, 1983
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Franklin· Ballroom
presents

LIPSTICK
New England's No. I
·F avorite Women's
Rock Band
Tickets: $3.00
Thursday, Feb. 17th
Gain confidence. ..

develop

enhance your decision

communication skills ...

MOVIES
Creep Show Mon-Wed
7:10 - 9:15
Admission: $1.50

help others ...

making skills ...

acquire leadership training, learn stress management,
responsibility, peer counseling and most of all GROW and
have FUN doing it.

Become an R.A. !
Candidates MUST attend any one of these
interest sessions where applications and
information will be available:

Thursday, Feb. 24th
Robert Ellis Orrall
with

Sun. February 20th
Mon. February 21st
Tues. February 22nd

Substance

Philbrook dining Hall 3:00pm
Jessie Doe Lounge 7:00pm
Fairchild Lounge 7:00pm

7th ANNUAL
THE SKYS THE LIMIT
ALL-NIGHTER
Innertube Water .polo, Co-rec Basketball, Silly Sp6rts,
All-Night Movies, Hot Shot _Competition and Ml)CH,
MUCH MORE!!!
Rosters due to the recreational sports office by
Wednesday, February 16th.
Contact your sport manager or call 862-2031.
$1.00 entry fee
UNH field house
doors open at 7:00 p. m.
cheering contest begins at 7:30 p. m.
winning team wins - "The Sky s The Limit" !-shirts

FEBRUARY 25-26
For more information, please visit the
recreational sports department in room 151,
in the field house or, C!J;l( ~6~-~Q31!{! . , , , .
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---FORUM---

(continued from page 3)
allowed to drink. ·
Courts are discriminating the
Cathy Greer, a 20-year-old youth also, he said.
UNH student feels that there
Dieleman stressed to
should be some investigation students that they should
into whether raising the age will become involved with Students
make a significant effect on Against Drunk Drivers,
DWI.
(SADD). This group which is
Elizabeth Fenner, a 19-year in the process of establishing a
old resident of Williamson Hall UN H chapter is concentrating
said that raising the driving-age on new ways to deal with drunk
up to 18 would help keep the driving.
People interested in joining
high school students from
the UNH group can contact ·
drinking and driving.
Another student said there Dieleman at Hood House.
should be stronger penalties for
Programs such as these are
DWI such as an automatic 24- important, said Greer.
hour sentence in jail for the fist
"There should be more
programs on Alcohol
offense.
Gordon Drake, a 19-year- awareness, even down in the
old student, feels that there Junior High," said Greer.
should be a crack down on the Dealing with the age is only·
false identification cards that focusing on one symptom
rather than the actual
so many students seem to have.
Drake said, "Raising it (the problems.
Dieleman said that lowering
age) another year won't help.
-They (the students) can still get the legal intoxication levels
down from IO percent would be
the alcohol."
Fenner said that if a person is one of the best ways to deal
old enough to vote, run for with drunken driving. People
office, fight in wars, and get start to lose their coordination
married, he should be able to for driving including vision and
perception impairment and
drink.
At this point, Dideman said reactionary times at .05
that drinking is a privilege percent, he said.
The lack of student
granted by the state, like
involvement with the
driving. Age discrimination in
regards to rights and privileges legislature leads to decisions
is set by many other institutions like raising the drinking age, he
other than just the state. said.
Insurance companies and

RESUME!
Campus Copy
868-2450

•

,·

. !

Happy 20th
DAVID COSTELLO

The Whittemore School
is accepting intercollege transfers between Feb. 7 and Feb. 25.
Information and applications are available at the group meetings scheduled:

Mondays 7-8 p.m. (McC 312)
Tuesdays 7 -8 p.m. (McC 208)
Wednesday 3:30-4:30 p.m. (McC 208)
Thursdays 3:30-4:30 p.m. (McC 314)
I

I

For further inform.a iion, please stop in the Advising office McC 120
or call 862-3885.

Put yourself in
this·picture...

Is Looking For

News Writers
Reporters
Ancho~ Persons
Camera Operators
''Experienced Students Requested."
"If you have no experience
we will train you."
First Meeting Sunday
February 6th 7:00 p.m.
Room 110 MUB
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-HEALTH-

COMICS
ByJ]MDAVIS

GARFIELD
YOU'RE A WIDE.-E.YE.D,

MINDLE.S5 LITTLE PIECE
OF FLU~F. YOU'RE 50
COT£ EVE.RVONE.
LOVE':> YOO

~
~
0

SHOE

By JEFF MacNELL Y

~~~~~ ~ ~ _ . _ ~ ~r.iiiii.~.r--_--------Syndicate, loc.

1

By BERKE BREATHED

BLOOM COUNTY
''IHATEYOO."
IT'5 R01€R5€V
€60 STIMULI •

BREAK~ til>WNOOR
fLXErY'5~

500At. 0ARRl£R5.

HON ··.,v.rrrzy rr.
~50Mf1HfN<,

1HAT'5 ~ 5/fB,J.,,Y
GAR6AG€ BA& YeR 001..
W€ARIN01H6RE:, \WR PUU
YOV U6UFIEV
OR MIN€?
FRVITCAK€ •
I

1UTAU,Y fNAWROfR(ATe-.

\

\

I

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

CARTOONISTS
.~

----~R
. . .
"'-~
~~

'-">'
r
I

}ti •

1

' "'°'•

'

...·.· ,

ACROSS
1 J1ck of nursery
rhy,ne
6 Food with lox
11 River adjacent to
Rutgers College
13 Br1nch of the
11lllt1ry
15 MDuthllke opening
16 City In Texas
17 Sweet potato
18 Whl rled around on
one foot
20 Wfre -sure
21 Actor John 23 C.bs
24 Gt,...n port
25 P-alnt substance
27 110ther
28 S.11 brown birds
29 C1plt1l of Iran
31 Part of the body
32 No one specified
(1bbr . )
33 Movie sci-fl
thrfl 1,r
34 section, In
Nth
36 Oefut soundly
39 South Pacific
klngcklll

40 "L' etat, c ' est

10 Penaissive
11 Kingly .
12 From Carson C1ty
13 Morning, in
Marseilles
14 Disposes of
19 Draft anlmels
22 Puts up a picture
again
24 Soviet gove.--nt
26 C1ty In Ohio
28 Young 1nl111l
30 flythlcal bird
31 Guevara
33 Desires, as for
knowledge
34 wagon
35 Fonaer
DOWN
36 Angry
37 Shld· 11 ke fish
Fonoer lt11f1n
38 Profession of TV's
president
"Quincy•
Man or 1110nkey
39 Slopes
Hilly region of · 40 BackleS\ slippers
Morocco
42 lee device
On one's toes
44 Mistake
Unspoken, but
45 Data, for shOrt
understood
48 TNll)et attachNnt
• - In AMIIS"
49 "Your 111jesty•
like the Gobi
52 Unit of ccaputer
Hodges of blseblll
lnfo,...tlon
Foes
54 Jar part

-

•

41 Selll!)le TV show
43 Burl 44 VP Aaron, and
fa11fly
46 Emperor or pianist
47 Tennis cal 1
48 Bothers
50 Was victorious
51 Chicago newspaper
53 Following clo!ely
behind
55 Certain Asians
56 Bitter conflicts
57 Hinder
58 Pusover dinner

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

answers on page 20

How would you like to have
your comic strip printed in
The New Hamp shire?
Then just bring in two comic
strips to Rm. - 151 in the
MUB. Ask for Dennis.

(continued from page 4)
Steven Dieleman, health
educator with health services
acknowledges health services is
unknown to many students.
"I would agree most students
do _not know about our
services," Dieleman said.
Johnson said the Pulse
survey was too broad to make
any judgements on.
"The pulse survey was
purposely broad to identify
some areas that need
evaluation. We cannot make
judgements based on that
broad data," Johnson said.
Dieleman also has reservations concerning the survey. "I
have some serious questions
about the survey," he said.
"What does a neutral response
mean? How does one interpret
these results?"
According to Dieteman, the
survey was too broad to
provide useful answers.
"I would encourage more
specific questions," he said.
Health services is currently
in the process of evaluating it's
ability to communicate with
students, Dieleman said.
"We would like to find out
what's missing in terms of
where we could better
communicate with the campus
community," he said.
According to Dieleman,
health services is working on
increasing its visibility. He
cited advertising in The New
Hampshire and the Commuter
Advocate as well as information tables at registration and
newsletters to Resident
Assistants and hall directors.
"We are trying to use every
available means to let students
know what is here," Dieleman
said.
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---POLT SCI--<continued from page 1)
Paying for these expenses before the presidential .
makes people very conscious of primaries," Moore said.
costs," he said. "Telephones
Moore receives external
and postage stamps don't cost funding for his individual
much money and you can telephone expenses.
control what you are
"I am doing a lot of
spending."
interviews on the primaries and
Larson said the major cuts in other political subjects. If I had
supplies brought the depart- to pay for all the phone bills
ment budget back under involved in setting up these
control.
interactions, it would be a real
"You know, when you've cut constraint on me," he said
right down to the bone, and
Moore said he is one of the
then you have to cut again, it's only few professors in the
difficult," he said.
department who receives
The reductions had a external funding for a personal
substantial impact, he said.
telephone.
"We use telephones more.
All the 'Liberal Arts
We are in constant communi- departments also took
cation with the community, cutbacks in travel expenses.
state, and country," said ,
"They've cut travel expense
Larson. "Telephones are part funds in half, right down to the
of our business, they're part of barest essentials,,, Larson said.
the substance and process of "If you want to present a paper
Political Science."
at a convention, you 're going to
The cuts in telephone have to pay (for some
expenses will not affect the expenses)."
department's annual statewide
According to Larson, the
political survey, which is done faculty is not too upset over the
by telephones in March. Head Support Budget cuts.
of the project, associate
"Everyone accepted these
professor David Morre, said cuts with good grace .. There
the survey has always been was such a cooperative
attitude. I have to admit, I was
funded externally.
"This year, Public Opinion pleasantly surprised," he said.
Magazine is funding the "I was actually terribly
survey, and will publish its pleased."
_ results, because it's the yea~

I don't
knOW whether
to be happy
or sad.

Happy because it's
the weekend or
sad because I have
so much work.
Too much snow shoveling?
Too much exercise?

Treat Yourself to
ACU -Massage
a theraputic massage...
Tight muscles te11~ion and stress are all effectively relieved
by 8 specially designed rubber rollers that rotate,
massaging the neck, shoulders and back as well as the
~
backs of thighs & calves.

-,rcg1
-~--~

s2.oo
It takes onl

The New Hampshire Notables sang at the bonfire to kick off Winter Carnival last night.
(Carolyn Blackmar photo)

Do you

wanStJMMER EMPLOYMENT

HIGHER EXAMINATION SCORES
HIGHER GRADES ON YOUR TERM
PAPERS
1983 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Many suggestions and addresses -of
1 54 corporations, 41 federal agencies and 19 state governments with
openings for summer employment or internships. Order now. Publication
date February 15, 1983.
$5.00
II BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON THE GRADUATE
RECORD EXAMINATION - Proven strategies to increase your score.
Many sample questions from previous exams. 228 pages.
$5.00
111 INSIDERS GUIDE TO AN M.B.A.: IMPORTANT HINTS ON
ADMISSION PROCEDURES AND THE GRADUATE MANAGEMENT
ADMISSION EXAMINATION - This guide wilLbelp! It lists schools that
accept part-time students, Ct students, those without accounting and the
ve·ry selective ones. 190 pages. Bookstore price will be $9.95.
$7.00
IV BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON THE LAW SCHOOL
ADMISSION TEST - (Multistate Bar Examination) - Written by an
attorney. Actual questions from past exams. Many hints, 144 pages. ·
$7.00
V HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION
TESTS - The best in the field. Don't take the M.C.A. without this help.
340 pages.
$10.00
VI THE TERM PAPER KIT - 413 term papers. Topics from anthropology
to zoology. Each term paper has an abstract. Actual term papers that
received a grade of A- or A during the 1982 academic year at the
University of Arizona or Arizona State University. Ten pages of rules for
preparing a bibliography and for proper footnoting. Order the kit, review
the topics and abstracts, then select one actual term paper which will be
sent to you within 10 days. These are not for resale or reproduction. They
are for instructional . purposes only. Order the kit and see wh~t top
students do to get high grades.
$10.00
..

Mail your order to:

University Research Services
Department 28
P.O. Box 7739
Phoenix, Arizona 85011

-------------------~---- ---------

Order by number. Enclose cash, money order or a check. (Checks require
14 days additional to clear.) Add $1.00 for postage. If you order two or
more items, we will pay all mailing charges.
Send me items I II Ill IV V VI
(circle your choice)
Name.______________-,Price of Books_______
Add r e s ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City_ _ _ _ _ __

StatP.
.....___ Zit4P----

IO min. to feel a lot better.
••I l

Postage _____

1

Total _____ _
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BOB LOCKERMAN
Tomorrow's Music ... Today.
Congratulations!
Mara
on a new
baby boy!!

---ARCANA--(continued from page 3)

rape, incest rape, and equal pay
for equal work.
Arcana feels women almost
always raise sons alone, but she
did say that •:some times, some
where, some fathers, sometimes raise sons but generally
that's not the case."
"Women raise sons but men
make men," she said. This is the
reason women are still
repressed in today's society
men make men who continue
the tradition of putting women
down.
Arcana suggested that
mothers begin asserting
themselves more in order to
produce a non-sexist society.
"Mothers have been too
hung up and strung up in fear
for too long," she said. Women
should part1c1pate m the ch01~e
of the instructors for thelf
children, said Arcana. Women
are usually the best choice, she
said, but men are good if they
don't have a sexist attitude.

According to Arcana, those
men who are suited for the job,
two out of three will be gay.
"You have a bigger chance
with gay men of having them be
decent about little kids, or
about anything about these
subjects for that matter, but
occasionally a straight man,"
said Arcana.
Concerning letting men raise
their sons Arcana said, "it's
tricky business, but they can be
adequate." She also said men
should, "train on little dolls not
children."
Arcana said men must
choose . which parts of the
masculinity list are good to live
by and throw the majority of it
away. Men must not accept
power that is given to them i1:1st
because they are men, she said.
Judith Arcana's presentation
was sponsored by the Women's
Center and the department of
Women's Studies.

nals!!!
perso

Rock-8 I u es-Jazz- Fo Ik-C Iass ica I
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THE WORLD
IS YOUR CAMPUS
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The New Ha1npshire
Rm. 108, MUB

The Student Press
Needs
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AROUND THE WORLD:
Fall 1983 (Sept. 14-Dec. 23)
Seattle• Kobe, Japan • Pusan, Korea
• Keelung, Taiwan • Hong Kong •
Jakarta, Indonesia • Colombo, Sri Lanka
• Bombay, India • Haifa: Israel or Istanbul,
Turkey • Alexandria, Egypt • 'Pira~us, Greece
• Cadiz, Spain • Ft. Lauderdale , Florida

.Editor
• Photo Director
*Typists

All paid positions

Sponaored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a
superior full semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This
one semester experience is available to qualified students from all accredited
colleges and universities.

More than 80 voyage related university counes:Faculty drawn from the University of Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area expe~
.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China,
available.
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed.· The S.S.
Universe is fully air-conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered Jn Liberia and built in
America.
For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh,
Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 {in
California call (714) 771-6590). Financial aid is available to qualified students

lfWJtfs
organizational meeting

Feb. 16 7:00
MUB, Rm. 153

----------TICKETS,-------------------(continued from page 3)

decided not to sell general
admission tickets.
"There were problems inside
and out," O'Neill said. "There
were two students who got
inside and evidently opened the
door for the others. Everyone
made one mad dash."
One student, who waited in
line for an hour and a half,
witnessed the scene. "People
just pushed their way in," she
said.
O'Neill said that student
athletic ticket policy is fully
explained in a packet that
students receive along with
their tuition bill and health
insurance information.
"The student athletic ticket is
an optional ticket," O'Neill
said. It means guaranteed
admission to all football
games, and it is first come, first
serve for basketball and
hockey," he added.
Brian M illcr and others arc

under the impression that the
ticket does mean some kind of

guarantee. "I assumed that I ticket holders have priority
could get in. It does say that . over general admission, O'Neill
yuou can enter home games," said.
Miller said.
A few students were upset
According to a standard that St. Lawrence was entitled
form letter that is sent to each to 150 tickets. "It's true that the
bill recipient, the student University needs money but it's
athletic ticket does not not totally justified," Miller
necessarily guarantee ad- said.
mission. The letter states: "This
O'Neill attributes the crowd
ticket admits students to the problems Saturday night to the
following men's intercollegiate close match-up between UNH
athletic events: All regular and St. Lawrence on a
season football, basketball, Saturday night (prime time for
and ECAC hockey games. hockey) and the tendency of
There are limited seats for students to stay at school on
hockey games."
weekends at the beginning of
According to O'Neill, the the semester.
Limiting student passholder
capacity of Snively is 3900
seats. Out of 4500 student admission '"usually happens the
athletic ticket holders, only first or second Saturday back
2200 can be seated on any given from second semester," O'Neill
night. 1750 tickets are reserved said.
for the general community, the
According to O'Neill, last
opposing school and the family Saturday was the first time this
and friends of UNH players.
semester that student trcket
no general

holders were turned a\.vay. ·He

admission tickets_sold this past
Saturday. Student athletic

"There

were

also · noted the highest
attendance this year at the

men's basketball game games," 0 'Neill said.
More immediate solutions,
Saturday afternoon vs Colgate.
At the game Saturday, O'Neill said, are "bringing
students expressed dissatisfac- students in a different door" to
tion with the handling of the avoid confusion and a system
student athletic ticket policy in that allows additional students
general. "I think they're going into the games if several
to have to come up with a new students leave early.
O'Neill admits that
policy. There should be some
kind of guarantee if you hold a expansion of Snively is
pass," said one student who probably a long way off.
"Maybe it's out of the question.
was denied admission.
"I don't know of any quick I don't know. I think the system
and easy solutions," O'Neill we have here is a good system
said. He said the ideal solution with the exception of once or
would be to "expand Snively twice a year."
Although O'Neill does not
Arena. We have a small
capacity rink. We could put in anticipate any more huge
2000 · seats and they would crowds during the regular
probably more than pay for season, he recommends getting
to the games early (about I½
themselves," O'Neill said.
Other options would be the hours before the start of the
turning in of passes in exchange game). "I have not known us to
for reserved seats prior to the close the doors prior to 7 p.m.,"
game or designing two separate he added.
"It was a bad scene," O'Neill
-pfans, A and B where half of the
said on last weekend. "To be
students would ::tttt>nrl
designated "A games" while the honest, we got caught short.
. other half would attend "B We just didn't anticipate the ·
crowd."

MUB cafeteria split for smokers
By Heather Ross
The MU B cafeteria has
been split down the middle smoking is only allowed on one
side this semester.
The new rule - which makes
the side of the cafeteria with the
low ceiling a non-smoking area
- is the result of a state law
that there be no smoking in
public buildings, except in
designated areas.

As expected there are
problems with students who
don't like the rule. Jeff Onore,
director of Student Activities in
the MUB, said the cooperation
of the students is needed.
Sally Bruyere and Nessie
N ossiff, both commuter
students and former smokers
think that it is a good idea.
They have always sat on the
side which is now designated
"non-smoking", and do not feel

Read it!

affected by the new rule.
"l don't see any problem with
it," said Susan Weyard, a
smoker. She feels that
nonsmokers have a right, and
when she is eating, she doesn't
want to have someone blowing
smoke in her face.
Onore said that students
should, if they're annoyed, be
assertive and tell smokers they
are bothering them.
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CLASSIFIED··
!_Mlle_'°'~---·ll§J
For sale: Sanyo Compact Refrigerator.
Perfect for dorm room . Holds 1 case.
$40.00 Call Lu -Ann 749-5163 .
Cameras. All NEW .. .Never used ! rm not a
dealer, all belong to me, one each . Not
·Hot! Pentax ME, lens, autowinder; $310.
Pentax LX, lens; $530. Contax 137MD
Quart z, lens; $370. Yashica FX-D Quartz,
lens; $240. Olympus XA-1 miniature;
$130. Minolta CLE, lens; $500. Call DAVE
at 862-3129. First come first serve ! These
are below N.Y. prices- can 't be beat. Find a
better advertised price and we can make a
deal. Hurry ... they won 't last long!.
For Sale: Two, one-way airline (A.A.)
tickets from N.Y.C. or Newark, N.J . to
Phoenix, Arizona . Only $99 each. Call Red
at 742-1747. Leave your name and phone
number if I'm not there.
Kenwood 6030 Stereo Receiver w / 80
watts per channel / Techn ics RMS 45
cassette deck w / senoust heads/Cannon
TLS 1032 speakers w / 175 watts per
channel capacity. Call Pete at : 742- 7422.

Losing your touch? Spark her interest
with a romantic message on a colorful
Valentine balloon . Sold in MUB noon4:00. Delivery available. C.A. sponsored.
Pl KAPPA ALPHA invites you to OPEN
RUSH . Come meet the men ol the
fraternity Thurs . Feb. 10, Mon. Feb. 14,
and Tues . Feb. 15. All 8-10 p.m. "Meet
the PIKE Challenge"
To the greatest roomates ever! Have a
wonderful Valentine's Day, (our last one
together), hope it's a good one! love ya, A.
Vent your frustrations on a 1968 Fury!
There is a car smash on Saturday, Feb. 12,
from 12 noon until 4 pm at A Lot. it will be

Take a break Saturday afternoon and
register a team to compete in the Winter
Carnival Snow Games. All games will be
played between noon and three . Get
involved in UNH Winter Carnival 1983.
Stop by the Mub rm .126.
Hey kid, Thanks for understanding me.
We have been thru alot together, but I
think what we are going thru right now is
probably the hardest yet . I know we will
survive. Lets make this a great semester
and just enjoy each other . Happy
Valentines Day. Love Always,0 .
To Brian on Rosemary Lane, How's about
rekindling an old flame?

Try__The New_Hampshire .. .. ...................... .
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and K, Joe, Ted, and Fran, Coach Val , Matt
(ooo baby), Rich and Tad for all your
support. Bob, the oranges were great!
Crystle Dawr and Linda. Thanks for
moving us back home. Thanks again to all
you guys for helping us through the
Dance-a -thon . We couldn't have done it
without you! Jen and Craig #1 .

a nice productive weekend . If you 're
bored, give me a call and maybe we can do
something. Have a Happy Valentines Day.
See you soon . -D
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Denise, that's no fa ir! You're a normal
person now, and I'm not! Congrats Love,
Your Roomie
Terry B., Sue P., Pup: and Melissa from
Minnesoter; Happy V-D you women of 3rd
floor! Don 't break too many hearts this
year- be strong. Love, Anna Beva
Hey Sixth Floor : A few things; Gunner
don 't break my roomate 's glasses,
Schleiny pissing in the living is not
allowed, neither is sleeping in the
bathroom! Johnny, what was that yellow
stuff? Teague forget it! Larry don 't drink
again .. . ever!! Tom buy your own
cigarettes . Love & Kisses, Skippy
To the knife maniac of Hetzel 108: Happy
Valentine' s Day! Love a Bruins Bear.
BRI AND SUSIE- HAPPY VALENTINE 'S
DAY TO YOU TODAY AND MONDAY!!!!!!!
Happy Valentine's Day, Tomski!!!
Red, white, and pink??? YES!! Colorful,
personalized balloons for that special
valentine. Sold in MUB Feb. 14 noon -4 :00
p.m. Sponsored by Comm . Assoc .
P-JUICER- No, not this weekend. But I am
going home the 20th and 28th to bring
Mom and Les to Boston. Let's go out some
time. Love, Colt
Happy Valentine's Day to my private ski
instructor! Thanks for the lessons and for
being mine. Love ya - Card Shark

Volvo 242GL, 1975, 82K miles, AC,
Sunroof, leather interior. Excellent
condition . Call 436-5299 days, 4312025.
Need stereo? Before you buy anything,
check out International Hi-Fi. Over 40
brands, all models, at 5-30% below retail.
All products fully warranted, delivered in
under 3 days, COD, no deposit. Call Fred
Burtt at 868-9883, #C-23 Strafford
House, Durham .

w_anted_,rm

-H-elp

Babysitter wanted for delightful, well
mannered three year old. Must be able to
sit Monday thru Friday 8-5 and Saturday
8 -3. This job will continue until June.
Only responsible and loving persons
inquire. Please call after 5 pm at 4315882.
.

Get the best tan ever this Spring Break. Ft.
Lauderdale and Bermuda are being
offered at unbelievably low rates. For
information contact Cindy at 862-1837

Immediate openings for part-time sales.
Men 's, ladies, and shoe departments.
Flexible scheduling. 20 plus hours per
week. Apply in person to Farnham's, 432
Central Ave., Dover.

To Sawyer Rm . 218:
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY! Hope it's a
good one. Thanks for giving me some floor
space last weekend, Love Your Pass-Out
Buddy. P.S. There's always room on my
floor!
Vent your frustrations on a 1968 Fury!
There is a car smash on Saturday, Feb. 12,
from 12 noon until 4 p.m. at A Lot. It will
be smashed in a hurry! Sledgehammers
provided!
Interested in Alumni Affairs. Come to an
- open house at the Alumni Center and find
out about becoming a Student
Ambassador. Monday the 14th at 8 p.m.
Any questions call 2-2040.
Happy Birthday Mark, "just a little bit "
early- but you know us Jersey folk are
always· ahead of the game (hum-hum).
Well I do hope your 23rd will be just
unbelievable- how unbelievable you
might ask? So unbelievable, that you'll
look back smiling and say, "yep, it were a
good 'un"; I know I'll be doing my best to
make sure that it is. Lots of love and Happy
Valentines , too, ta petite amie.

I[9]

Lost on campus in the snow on Mon. Feb.
7: a HP 67 calculator. $50 reward for
return in working order. Call Tom 6596374 leave message.
Lost- one pair zero ski gloves, black with
red stripes across back, zippered wrist . If
found please call Bob at 659-2558.
Please, they were a Christmas present
and my hands a~e cold .

ISerfflundM--■ if'5J
Pick-up truck available for moving or light
hauling. Call 664-9686 ask for Jim.

-----'lI•I

To my favorite dance couple Laura Porter
and Richard Lane, congratulations on 48
hrs!. Love, Carolyn

Roy get LOST!!
Senator Lindsey
I think you're the
greatest.love, a dreamy-eyed Senator

Wouldn 't that be triplets?

Olympus 0M-1 camera w / 3 . lenses,
leather carrying case, tripod . Call for
details. 431-8564 (keep trying). $400 or
8 .0 .
.

_ _ _P_er_so_n_a,_s

SEX, SEX, SEX: Come to see "Creep
Show" Sun. Feb.13-Wed.- 16 & 17th at
the Franklin . Shows at 7:10 & 9 :15. Don't
forget the Fantastic, All Female Rock
Band "LipStick" . Thurs . Feb. 17th .
Admission $3.00.

greatest. Hope you have a wonderful
Valentine's day!! Don't stack up too many
Valentines . And #2 maybe your man will
show today. I love ya both . Hope it's a good
one. XX00 SD (twin #3)

For Sale 1 pair 185 cm Rossignol Mirror
skis with Look GT bindings, size 9 Nortalia
boots, Bert poles and Barrecrafter ski
rack. $100 takes it all. Contact Manny, rm
136 Parsons Hall (Chemistry).

Apartments for Rent

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DAVE C now you can
throw away your fake ID have a happy
one-R

provided !

Mint Condition Acoustic Guitar. 10 years
old, w ith case. Rare lim ited number made.
Nylon string. $250.00 Negotiable. 7429474, Dave.

Need work-study students for animal
caretaker positions at UNH Wildlife
research facility . Call Jeff Powers at 8621000 or 749-1489 if interested.

Pat's gonna be an Air Force pilot, He
· wantstoflyafighterjet,Pat'sgonnabean
Air Force pilot, He wants to kill a Soviet!

To Twins #1 & #2 : You guys are the

Advance Reynolds three way speakers.
Handles up to 150 watts . 35x14x12.
Excellent sound- $350. If you 'd like to
hear them or want more info. , call 8681904 weekn ights, ask for M ike.

Alaska, Summer Jobs. Good money$$
Parks, fisheries, wilderness resorts,
logging and much more... " Summer
Employment Guide" 1983 employer
listings. $4.95 Alasco , Box 2573,
Saratoga CA 95070-0573.
MEN-WOMEN, Jobs on ships. American,
Foreign No experience required . Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job or
career. Send $3.00 for information
SEAFAX, Dept. D-14, Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Washington 98362.
Overnight girls camp in Adirondacks has
openings for counselor-instructors in
tennis, waterfront, athletics, gymnastics,
arts, crafts , pioneering , music,
photography, drama, dance, computer,
R.N., general. Information available in
Placement Office or write : Andrew
Rosen, 221 Harvard Avenue,
Swarthmore, PA 19081.

MONEY!! Backgammon Tournament :
Either winner takes all or winner 2/ 3 and
second place 1/ 3. Double-elimination
with doubling cube. s5 _00 entry fee:
would like at least 20 people for s 100 prize
money. Call Sid 868-2290
WANTED : 2 TICKETS TO THE
UNH / NORTHEASTER'N HOCKEY GAME.
Top s s paid. Call Bill evenings at 868-1819

To my Valentine- - Tell you how much I
love you? Just as easily count every grain
of sand upon the beach ... I ador~ admire,
need worship, idolize, desire, like, and
want you . You 're the best companion,
friend, listener, lover and person . The Ebb
is changing for us Gary- forever, Heidi.
GEE : First freezing on the Cape, then
over-heating in Durham, what is the
temperature now? Back to 98 .6 .
Whatever it is, you were a great partner. I
must admit you learned to dance better
than I learned how to play 99. 48 hours
experience definetly shows. Let's collect
those pledges so we can look forward to
skiing. It may be your turn to give the
private lessons. Ginger thanks you Fred,
and so do I. Love, Deb. '
Become a Student Ambassador. Come to
an open house at the Alumni Center on
Monday the 14th at 8 p.m . and find out all
the details. For more info. call 2-2040.
Lambda Chi Brothers. Dee Zee thanks all
of you who helped make this past
weekend a success for the Kidney
Foundation. That is what making a good
name for Greeks is all about. You guys are
magnifique.
Ginger-When I say you in that black skirt
on Wednesday I had to fight to keep my
hands off of you . I'd liketogetto know you
better. Happy Valentine 's Day, Hotlegs!

To Dave- I'm glad the ski season is going
well and hope things settle down soon.
This personal is good for a massage to one
tired-worn out-aching skier! You know
where to find me! Love-Sport.
DAVE 216 CHRISTENSEN! I'd like to eat
your quiche. Have a Happy Valentines
Day!
Need a cassette deck? Check these prices!
0NKY0 TA-2015; $179.50; JVC KDD-40;
$210.00; PIONEER CTG -R; $195.00;
SONY TCFX- 77; $278.00. Regular prices!
Will beat any legi price. International Hi-Fi
call Fred Burtt at 868-9883. #C-23
Strafford House, Durham.
Since its not kosher dill for me to sernade
you , you ' ll have to settle for a personal,
Happy Valentines Day! I love you Pooh.
Psyched for the weekend? I still don 't
believe John's parents lounge in the buffha ha. Pleased to meet you Mr.Ryan!
You 're ver special to me although it gets a
little "windy" in a certain room . Love ya, .
Christopher. P.S. I wonder if the stats man
reads these things- If you do, please hurry
up and do something. I wnat to bite my
nails!
The Oscars have come to UNH for Winter
Carnivai 1983!1! Good Luck to all those
groups participating in the snow
sculpture contest. Remember judging
begins at noon.
REALWORLD-- Field Experience Fable.
Fred ruminates; " Guns are messy, but
ropes don't always work. There's got to be
a better way." Just as he is about to
sprinkle ground glass in his granola, his
friend Fr itz bursts in .
Ellen J . O'C.: HAPY VALENTINE 'S DAY
me luv! Here's to thinkin' aboutchya.
Little Ricky-honey
Denis, Will you be my valentine? Anon .
I need a band for June 4th or 5th. Call
Rnady at 868-9805.
RWS-Just wnated to wish you a Happy
Valentine's Day and let you know that
you've been my bestest buddy always!!
Just remember who ... Liz P.S. Can I be
yours???
Hi Brownie-I miss you !! I just wanted you
to know how much you mean to me. You
are really special!! Will you be my
Valentine? I'll be yours. See you on
Friday-get psyched! Love ya, MM-Happy
Valentines Day Sweetie!!
To the RA on stoke 8th. Just a note to let
you know I'm thinking of you on V-Day
maybe we can get together and share a
bottle of romance. Love the RA from the
5th.
HEL SAVE THE EARTH! STUDENTS FOR
RECYCLING MEETING . THURSDAY,
FEBRUARY 17, 7:30 pm . ROOM 127
Hamilton Smith.
Enter your sixx member team for Snow
Games today! Games will be played
Saturday from noon until three. Register
your team today in rm . 126 of the MUB.
To UNH Lovers, Are you blue and
lonesome? Have no Valentine for your
very own? If this is so, we of Durham Red
Cross invites you to 'Hug a Blood Donor"
at the blood drive on Feb. 14, 15, 16,and
17th. From 10 to 3 at the MUB! Someone
is just your type and needs your Valentine
gift.
Janet-Roses are red, Violets are green,
my face is funny but yours is a scream!
Happy Valentines Sis. Let's get together
soon. Love, Pickle Puss
Fred, Happy Valentines Day! I love you so
much! Please by my Valentine forever, I'll
always be yours!
KEVSBY SULL y _ It's been four years
since our first special Valentine's Day and
I hope we have many, many more. Happy
anniversary and Valentine's day. I love
you! Di Di
Spring is coming and we all know what
that means. Don 't get caught with your
boots on-buy name-brand first quality
clogs today for half their store value. Call
868-1336, or stop by the Coops Apt. S-3,
5 Dennison Rd . (just behind Webster
H_o_u_s_e__
) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,.__,. •

Word has it that Jane gets around.
Where has she been all my life?
ok
But what if I don't like her?
Well then there is
Maggie or Linda or Cathy or Alison ......
I think I WANT Cathy!!!
ME TOO!!!!!
MY CAR IS NOT A COMPANY CAR!!!
Says who?.
Says Bobby Businessman!
Carol F.- Oh well too bad about last night.
Maybe some other time. Don't be such a

Who is this Carol F. person anyway? Why
does she get her name in the paper all the
time and I don't?
That's because you're a loser!
Thanks!
Hetzel 10th- I hope you both have a great
Valentines Day. Deb, remember last year?
Nice door! Definitely give me a call this
weekend. I won 't be doing anything.
Wendy- where have you been all my life?
Just wondering . -D
Liz & Erm-Happy Valentine's Day. Love
you both, see you tonight-Big Brother.
MARK-Even though we may not be
together for Valentine's Day, my HEART
will be with you . ILY Cathy
What are you doing this summer? How
about being a Frt!shmen Orientation
counselor? Applications are available at
fhe Dean of Student's Office, upstairs
Huddleston. Deadline Feb. 16th.
What are you doing this summer? How
about being a Freshmen Orientation
counselor? Applications are available at
the Dean of Student's Office, upstairs
Huddleston. Deadline Feb. 16th.
Dorothy, Jan, Deb, Carole (S / W), Thanks
again for Sunday. I'm still so excited, and
still surprised. Sorry all of us stayed so
late Dorothy. Love, Dana. P.S. Have yctu
seen my new shirt, Carole?
Juris Quaesitor will be meeting Monday
8:00 p.m. in the Hanover Room of the
MUB . Anyone intersted is welcome. We
need your articles and your help.
Questions-call Pete at 868-9818 #B-12
FREE FREE FREE FREE!
Get into all MUSO events free just for
putting up posters in the area you live.
Contact MUSO Room 148 MUB, or call 21485
·
Attention Seniors : This is your last
chance to take advantage of the good
deals college life can give to you. We've
got name brand clogs for ½ their store
price. First quality & the latest fashions.
Just call 868-1336, or stop by Apt. S-3, 5
Dennison Rd. (the Coops) just behind
WebS t er House.
Pl KAPPA ALPHA invites you to OPEN
RUSH. Come meet the men of the
fraternity Thursday, Feb. 10, Mon . Feb.
14, and Tues . Feb. l 5. All 8- l O p.m.
"Meet the PIKE Challenge "
Spiro, Bill and Scott ...
You guys are all right!
HAPPYVELENTINE'S DAY TO KERRY THE
ANIMAL, May your expectations be
quaint and your quantities be bilateral.
From the guy in ACACIA who misses you
fondly.
C2 - I am so happy you are here. The best
present I could have asked for - you to be
here for Valentine's Day. Thank you. 143!
Me.
Don't burst the bubble of a loved one! Buy
or send a bouquet of personalized
Valent ine balloons. Sold in MUB Feb. 14
noon-4:00. Comm. Assoc. sponsored.
Crossfire, The Stompers, The Atlantics.
see them all free! Help put up posters
around campus and get into MUSO
events free. Contact MUSO at 2-1485 or
drop by room 148 MUB .
Pl KAPPA ALPHA invites you to OPEN
RUSH. Come meet the men of the
fraternity . Thurs., Feb. 1o, Mon., Feb. 14,
and Tues ., Feb. 15, all 8-10 p.m . " Meet
the PIKE Challenge"
Skip's party started with a bang. And for
some it ended with a bang. larry the
Lobster bang, right on Skippy's bed.
Teague bang on John's bed. Tom an
except ionally loud bang in your own bed.
Lipp the MAN lost it . John Z. what was
that yellow crap . Schleiny please find the
bathroom next time not Skippy's living
room. And Dave A. we made it. The wimps
above didn't. Dave a nice drink, a
nightcap, also look good for the ladies.
Pete learn how to ski! Gunnar next time
give Barb a good one for me.
Strange but true .
IT'S RAINING MEN!! -Who's on first?????
Patty. We've got to stop bringing parties to·
people and start doing some serious work.
,Nfi~·!JH! , , . , • . , , , ••• ,

KSP Who would have thought a weekend
with four people not talking to us could
spark a romance that kept us warm even
in the coldest part of the house?Well hon,
all I can say is you're the cat's pajamas.
You 've pulled me out of many dilemmas
that I couldn't have fared without you . I
love you. hon, even though you wear
diapers on Halloween. Happy Valentine's
Day. Love, Bucks
HAPPY VD JM!!!!
Nancy, terrific meal, fantastic walk, and
one very happy guy. Happy 5th.
Vent your frustrat ions on a 1968 Fury!
Jhere is a car smash on Saturday, Feb. 12,
from 12 noon until 4p.m. at A lot. It will be
smashed in a hurry! Sledgehammers
provided!!
J.M.--You're right, there are a lot of
weirdos around here.
Go wild and party it up with the Stillwater
Run Band, Friday, Feb. 11 and Saturday,
Feb. 12 at the Cat Nip Pub. Must be ready
to have a great time.
BARB-We put In a 9000 team errort
today. What's this about a tail? - Co-ed.
Greg - This is a snow job.
Juicy, Kinky and Johnny O - Welcome to
the STAFF. -Your Eds.
Janet. Before long you 'll be graduating
and leaving your little sister in the dust.
What do you say we get together real soon
and live it up? I could really use some of
your expert advice right about now: Love,
Pickle Puss.
Be a Big Brother or Big Sister! The Big
Buddy Program is sponsored by the Dover
Youth Resources. It matches kids with
adults who have time to spend one-onone on a weekly basis. There is a
particular need for male volunteers . It's
fun and makes you feel good! Call 7492677 if interested.
Ed, Just remembered that I wrote you
more personals when you weren 't even
here to respond. Well, here's the start of
this semester's. And you can even put
some in for me because everyone knows
that I ne ver get them. Carol.
Maryan-Get psyched for a good time with
Slug . Jayne
CuddleKins- Happy Valentine 's Day. Love
you Roar . -Sheeba.
BLAKE: I'd like to kiss you all over, make
mad passionate love, and anything else·
you 'd like on your 20th Birthday, but I
thought we could do something different
for a change! Happy B and V day. 1-4-3.
Gloria.
Hey Flip-Where are our flowers? Are you
going to take us to Keene to get them?
You're such a nice guy. Love ya , Bri &
Susie.
Buddy, Thanks for the fun times and for
being my best friend. Love, your buddy.
FRH-You make my whole life
worthwhile with your smile!-MES
Susie-Yeah, Sure Love ya, Bri.
BOB LOCKERMAN
MITCH-To the best I ittle sis! Get psyched
for Tuesday night. Love. Sharon.
Brian-Pizza at TP was great. Thanks
again. Jayne
Happy Valentine 's Day to my two favorite
Beta guys Mark & Gary. Love, Bren
Suey-Get s'psyched for our Double
Date! NACHO
Cindy A- I hope everything goes well with
you this weekend. Have an extremely
wonderful Valentines Day. I'd send you a
flower but those material things ruin a
relationship . I hope we can some day
dance the night away.-You 're dancing
fool.
Sue Harrington - Sorry I missed you last
time while at the Coops, but we have to
get together and go wild and talk about all
those things we can 't talk about in the
presence of males, like sex and drugs and
rock and roll. A drink maybe? Catnip? Next
week, Wednesday night, Ladies night?
9:30 p.m.? Like be there or call. (or be
trapazodial) love ya hon. Deb. P.S. there
are some pictures of yours, of me, that
must be destroyed!!
To the wu-u-u-u-nderful guys in 2 0 D - How the heck are ya? Hope your weekend
is full of fun , sex and sore bums. When is
your next ski orgy? I heard that it was
really neat last time. Call me. I lust for you
all so very, very much, Love Amy
To Mary O'B. - So why ya fixing you hair so
pretty in 772? Could be your stay at
Howard Johnson? Good luck! May your
room be full with love and lust and
laughter!! But remember your lecture in
Hamilton Smith first!!! Love ya hon!
Debbie Doo
Hello Sheryl! Glad to have you visiting .
Love Patty
Patty A- Hi there, you're such a good·
copyreader
Is she good at anything else?
I don't knoY,V, why don 't you ask her.
Dear Mary Jane - The cute strawberry
blonde in DZ - I wish I could be close to you
on Valentines day. You would never know
who this is, I just got the guts up to write.
Please keep smiling, you'll never know
when I'm looking, your smile knocks me
for a loop! Have a good one, Love your
new secret admirer!

~-

-

-t-rankie, Get psyched for the Neil Young
co!'cert. Jay-na.
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CLASSIFIED
OK Bri and Susie, we ahve to celebrate
Burts birthday is style. He would be
utterly bummed if we didn't. See you later
today.
Someone who gives backrubs and talks
when she's not even fee•ling well HAS to
be special in my book. Love ya'

Anne H. in Florida - You are welcome for
the subscription .
It will give you
something to look forward to instead of
just bills . Thanks for the $$$$$$. I am
gald you lik-ed the outfits. But let me ask
you, why couldn't you keep up with Mom?
Get in shape: Jane
Oh, by the way, thanks for the laundry.
You 're a tub foll of suds, buddy.

Greg, it's my third paper and now we are
getting out at 3 am . I guess we had a little
back sli<:le in fast production . Oh well, the
times are great . Have fun tomorrow nite.
Hope you have the energy.

I wonder if Ham-Smith will be closed
Monday for the Holiday? I guess not classes and everything . Oh well .

Ginger, why do you want the mirror from
the Firehouse in your bedroom? KINKY!
Dennis buddy, you have been a great help
in aiding me in front page layouts. I
:lr,f)reciatl? it

- Th o o thor

M . i;;

Hey Henry, I have decided what I want for
doing your resume . A nice dinner at The
New England Center. Any day but
Thursday . I work .
To the young handsome men of S-4; You guys are the balls! Thanks for letting me
come over at all hours of the night. Thanks
for the couch , Steven, your bed and pillow
to drool on , James, your back to rub, (you
still owe me a night as a teddy bear),
Katzy, your hair to play with! (I like your
face without the fuzz) (PPS happy
anniversary 2 days ago!) and Kenny, you
cute, innocent doll you, but we all know
better! Thank you for coming to my party,
and Katzy, I'm glad you came even though
you didn't make it!! Dancing till 4 at the
MUB, Denise, Ken and Steve, the newest
couple, Singing on the way home, and
pillow talk in the morning! You are
wonderful! And I do love you all. Your
favorite pest, OHM

t.
•

American
Heart ·
Association

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

Doug Ridge!

(Mr. Hamilton-Smith himself)

Hi Ed.

Ginger and Janet. as the semester roles
on, we had better have a party soon.
Before we know it it will be March .

Are you driving to Boston on Friday,
February 25 and leaving after 12 noon?
We (2) need a ride to the Aquarium area .
Would appreciate hearing from you .
Please cal Jane at 749 -2736.

-

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, DOU LAS RIDGE .

Red White and Blue Men : it's now or
never - we have the snow. and now we
must celebrate Winter Carnival. This very
weekend . At all hours. even four in the
morning . (Dammit)
Happy Birthday Dad! (gnf)

MONDAY
is this guy's
Birthday!!!

Barb - I'm sorry we left you behind for
the " coffee break ". It just wasn 't your
night. I guess. We all owe you a pitchersee if you can take that!
To the girl with the dogs on her feet : how
am I supposed to notice your cleavage if
I'm worried about getting bitten .
Bye Ed.
Brenda B . -Why can't you just write
personals like the rest of us
Becuase I don 't want to!!
D_e_n_n_is_D_.1_·s_a_f_a.;;;.g_!!_ _ _ _ _ __
No, I'm just a wuss!!
---------------Doesn 't it really irritate you when the staff
of the New Hampshire writes in those
st upid filler personals? I agree. Some
people have no tact!
Like who?
Certainly not me, maybe Jim Singer? I
don 't know.
-------------Why don't you ask him.
Trish Hogan, you sure know how to keep a
secret! I would tell you anything! Thanks
for being my confindant and not thinking
I'm a loser! Love ya, Happy VD! Your X&' llv ~ ...
Roomie
My question is: where is my long lost
valentine? How come I have no one this
special time of year! You read about all
these happy people, how come I am such
a loser? Is there anyone out there I can
love?

Have a good one!
From all of the
Red, White & . Blues
AND
The Hussettes

DO YOU KNOW WHAT THE STUDENT
JOB BOARD
CAN DO FOR YOU?
It is a free service designed to help University of New Hampshire students
in their search for part-time, temporary and seasonal jobs.

FOR THE STUDENT:
It is a job resource center that lists jobs that can allow you to earn extra
cash, help pay tuition and gain exp~rience. There are many jobs available
in Durham and the Sea Coast Area.

CHECK THE STUDENT JOB BOARD OUTSIDE THE
EAST-WEST LOUNGE.
FOR THE EMPLOYER:
It offers a direct and professional way to fill your employment needs.
College students are some of the most motivated, intelligent and flexible
employees.

Today February 11 1s the
LAST day for
MUSO PHOTOSCHOOL
REGISTRATION

EMPLOYERS CALL THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES
OFFICE AT 862-1524 to list a job.
-

!°

Darkroom sigrz-up ongoing throughout the semester

.,

Mi-.~~

~;\ j

"'-

Sign up NOW at the MUSO office
Room 148 MUB or call 2-1485 for
Info.

JOB,.S

~

rs~)

ALL JOBS ARE POSTED DAILY ON THE
STUDENT JOB BOARD. LOCATED IN
THE MUB.
I
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'Cat- swimmen heat
.UMass for first time
By B. Doherty
Led by strong performances
by co-captains Ed Landry and
John Colbert the -UNH men's
swim team defeated the
University of Massachusetts
for the first time ever by the
·score of 59-54.
It was a tension-filled meet
that once again was not decided
until the final event, the 400
free relay. Every event was
close with tenths of seconds
separating each place.
.
Landry won three events,-the
200 free style, the 500 free, and
the 200 butterfly. Colbert won
the 50 and 100 freestvle. and
swam the first leg of the fipal
relay giving Bob Schula, Tim
Hamilton and Gino Margari,z o
a lead they never relinquish~d.
Margarizo put in two strong
performances in both of the
distance events, the I 000 and
500 freestyle. In the 1000
freestyle he came from behind
to take second place, only four
tenths of a second out of first,
and in the 500 he overtook both
of the U Mass swimmers to

finish second to Landry.
Steve Moreau won the 200
backstroke, with a new UNH
record. He also finished a
strong third to Al Stuart's
second place in the 200
individual medley, and led off
the medley relay with an
excellent I 00 backstroke leg.
Outstanding performances
were turned in by: Al Beaulieu,
winning the one meter diving
competition, Dan Roberts in
one leg of the free relay, Steve
Warren in both the medley
relay and the 200 breast, and
Stuart in the medley relay, the
individual medley and the 200
fly. Pete Deuries also recorded
another personal best in the l 00
free.
·
With the exception of
Landry, Roberts and Magarizo,
both · freshmen, are now the
fastest swimmers in the 500 and
1000 freestyle in UNH history.
UNH, now 7-2 and 7-0 in the
conference, travels to the
University of Lowell on
Wednesday for another tough
meet.

UNH places fourth
in Brown quad meet

.

By T .J .Reever
7.8, respectively.
Jamie Walters and Andy
It's been a "close but no
Johnsen both contributed to
cigar" kind of season for the
the Wildcat cause. Walters was
men's indoor track team. They
finished fourth in a highly second in the long jump with
competitive quad meet at 21 '3" and Johnsen placed third
Brown University last in the400 meter run with a 50.9.
Dennis Dobe ran an
Saturday. Brown was first with
60 points. New York Tech. was excellerrt effort in the 800 meter
second with 41 and Maine run to take top honors. His
winning time of 1:57.0 was his
outscored UNH, 37 to 34.
"We could have feasibly had best this season.
Joel Dennis•placed second in
a five hundred season if the
point shift had been just a little the shot put with a throw of
different in a few of our meets" 51 'Y'. Bob Ducharme placed
said head coach Jim third in the high jump with a
leap of 6'2".
'
Boulanger.
"We're lacking in depth,"
The Wildcat's two mile relay
added Boulanger, "We have a team has been trying to qualify
lot of glaring holes and they are for the IC4A's, which will be
held at Princeton in March, all
very visible."
In spite of another close loss season long. They failed to do it
the Wildcats had some very fine -again on Saturday so,
Boijlanger decided to bring
performances.
Aarron Lessing, a sopho- them down to the Greater
more from Dobbs Ferry, New Boston Track Championships
York, started showing signs of on Sunday at Harvard. The
just how fast he really is with a relay team did not let him
victory in the I000 meter run. down. · The team, which
Lessing ran a 2.29 and just consisted of Mike Caruso,
inissed qualifying for the Danny Grimes, Aarron Lessing
and Dennis Dobe ran a
IC4A's by one second.
· Steve Campbell had another combined effort of7:49.7toget
strong showing in the pole into the IC4A's.
The next meet for the
vault. Campbell jumped 14'6"
to take first place for the tracksters is tomorrow at
Southern Connectictit..It's the
Wildcats.
Arnold Garron placed Eastern Track Championships
second in the 55 meter dash and and the Wildcats will be
placed third in the 55 meter bringing 20 athletes.
hurdles with times of 6.5 and

HOOP---

(continued from page 32)
you need a few steals to get
going."
"We played a team that had
better guards and we've had
trouble against good guards all
year," said Niagara coach Pete
Lonergan.
Both teams alternated
baskets towards the end of the
first half and at the start of the
second half.

After UNH's Karl Hicks (8
points) hit a left corner shot
with 17:28 remaining in th,e
game, Niagara put together a

six point streak. It was the
Purple Eagles' offensive
showing of the half.
Meanwhile, the Wildcats
shot 65.5 percent from the floor
and 82.4 percent at the foul line
to quickly put the game out of
Niagara's reach.
'

UNH guard Linda Neilson (10) pulls up short against a Providence opponent in Wednesday's
game. The Wildcats came up with a big win against the Friars and remain undefeated against
New England competition this year. (Carolyn Blackmar photo)

HOCKEY----(continued fro_m page 32)
"'They played good tough
man-for-man hockey," said
UNl-l coach Charlie Holt. ••we
didn't play that badly, we just
weren't finishing.off the plays."
The 'Cats won if though at
3:21 of the overtime period, on
a play that reminded many of
former Boston Bruin Bobby
Orr's Stanley Cup winning goal
against St. Louis. That was
when Orr cut in on the St.
Louis goaltender, slid a
backhander in and was tripped,
s~nding him flying through the
air.
In the UNH version, Steve
Lyons sent Lussier down the
left wing boards, who slid a
perfect pass along the ice to a
streaking Potter.
"It was a perfect pass from
Kirk," said Potter, who picked

another one," said the
Kingston, NY native. "Things
are starting to click for me, and
I feel I'm getting better as the
year goes on."
Despite many chances for
the 'Cats to go on top, the score
remained tied. Penalties to
UNH's White and Ken
ChishoJm midway through the
third period halted the Wildcat
attack momentarily, but two
Brown penalties, the first at
16:53 and the second at 19:54
gave the home team great
opportunities to win it in
regulation.
Boasting a powerplay
efficiency of .321 going into
the game, many thought it
would be the final gasp for
Brown, but Brown's McCarthy
kicked aside the Wildcat bids.

Wildcat grapplers
dump Plymo~th

-UNH( continued from page 32)
In addition, explained
Basile, The Eastern College
Athletic Conference has
recently proposed a Division I
playpff for the top four Eastern
teams, with the top team
hosting the tournament.
UNH's hopes ride high for
the possibility of hosting the
tournament. The 'Cats next
game will be Saturday
afternoon at 2 p.m. in
Lundholm Gymnasium,
against highly regarded .
Monticlair State.

up the hattrick. "I got inside
position on the kid and it went
through his (McCarthy's) pads.
Our whole line was on tonight.
Hopefully ani)ther night,
another line will do it."
Not long after the club
learned that Colgate had upset
3rd ranked Clarkson, 4-2.
That, coupled with UNH's win,
moved the Wildcats into third
place in the ECAC.
But -Wednesday evening in
Cambridge, Mass, Harvard
beat number one ranked
Providence, 8-5. With identical
ECAC records, Harvard and
New Hampshire now share
third place.
The next UNH game is
Friday evening at Boston
University. Game time at
Walter Brown Arena is at 7:30.

1

The UNH men's wrestling team snapped Plymouth's State
seven match winning streak Tuesday with a 22-19 victory.
Once again freshman Neal Zenfrelli came through in the
clutch, pinning Plymouth's Mike Wallace in the next to last
match for the margin of victory.
Zenfrelli, a stand out all year, has a 11-1 record. Also
turning in outstanding performances were UNH's Lou
Ferulle, Doug Unger and David Yale.
Ferulle took the 126 pound weight class with a 11-8
decision while Unger easily took the 138 pound weight class,
25-1. In addtion, Yale, who is 10-3 this season, crunched his
Plymouth State's record dropped to 11-5.
iec?f.cf:r~1.~ef
·_The ~il'd'cat~ ~an end !he 'se~s~n· ~it'~~
WJbI lhefP' I'e'manittrg matches ·a gautst 'D<Jtston
mversHy and
Maine. The 'Cats travel to Boston University on Feb. 17.

:~9'0
io
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Wildcat teams
playoff bound

Dan Potter takes a crash landing after scoring the winning goal against Brown Tuesday night.
Potter's overtime goal gave him a hat trick. (Tim Skeer photo)

Pottersparks icemen's comeback
By Peter Clark
On paper, the Brown
University Bruins didn't appear
to be of concern Tuesday night
when they rolled into Durham.
~ a l l , they entered Snively
Arena with a 2-14-1 mark, and
their leading scorer had only 12
points.
In addition, the Wildcats had
just played probably their best
game of the season against St.
Lawrence Saturday night,
winning 6-2.
- But also think of it in these
terms. A team such as Brown,
who according to · their head
coach Herb Hammond, "had
nothing to lose," playing a team
that would undoubtedly
experience a letdown.
All the makings of an upset,
but fortunately for the
Wildcats, it didn't work out
that way as they skated to a 4-3
overtime win, boosting their
record to 15-7-1 overal!and IO-

4-1 in the ECAC.

"We can't look at a team and
say that they're not tough," said
UNH's Ken Chisholm. "We
have to go into every game the
same way and work hard."
It started out slowly for the
'Cats though, as Brown's Tim
O'Connor and Garth Klimchuk put the Bruins out in front
after one period.
The 'Cats got the next two
scores of the game midway
through the second period.
Wild.cat Dan Potter cut in on
Brown goaltender Paul
McCarthy from the left circle
and slid a backhand just inside
the far post. Junior George
White evened it up for the
. Wildcats when he squeezed off
a wrist shot past McCarthy.
"We realized we had to get
more intense, more fire," said
White. "It seems like we have a
problem with these teams.
These should be the games we

go out there and have fun."
Brown's Klimchuk put his
club back on top 14:59 into the
second period when he walked
in cleanly on UNH's Todd
Pearson and found the upper
corner.
"We had the advantage
tonight because New Hampshire was looking past us," said
Hammond. "I'm very proud of
our kids the wa"j they played
tonight. We 're very young and
they showed a lot of character
tonight."
UNH's Potter reassured the
fans at 2:33 of the third period
that the 'Cats weren't going to
let the game get away. Potter
was set up by freshman Kirk
Lussier who broke over the
blue line untouched and fed a
pass to Potter for the goal.
"After I got the fir~t one I
said, Well, that was mce but I
can't ._get caught looking for

HOCKEY, page 30

Zen and the art of a marathon
By T.J. Reever
club is a unique group. They
The cold weather did not
approach the sport from a
stop the three hundred odd
different point of view.
runners who participated in the
They chant and sing about
fourth annual Sri Chim Noy
their running. It resembles an
Inspiration Marathon held in active form of meditation.
Hampton last Sunday.
They say the mind can not be
complete without the body
In spite of the near zero
temperature I had decided to
being physically fit. They had
run. The course was one small
posters tacked on telephone
loop and then two big loops, poles all along the course
which all added up to twenty stressing mental toughness.
six miles three hundred and The Sri Chim Noy should
eighty-five yards. I had decided cognate their way through the
before the starting gun went off pain that comes with running.
that I would only run this as a
I understood what the
practice run.
inspiration part of the
Meaning that I would still be marathon was when I got to the
able to walk afterwards. five mile point of the race.
Racing marathons and jogging There on the side ·of the road,
marathons are two entirely all bundled up, was this
different things. I definitely woman, waving her arms and
wanted to just jog this one. By chanting the little jiggle,"Run,
not racing in an all out effort it run, Run, Ru ... ha ha ha ha ha
left me open to notice a lot of hun," over and over again.
things about the race.
As the race developed there
The Sri Chim Noy
were people chanting at
Inspiration Marathon was an different points on the course.
interesting marathon to watch. At first I thought it was funny,
The most . interesting thing but as the race went on I found
about the race was its sponspr., , mys~lf kind ~f l~~~i!}g fonyard
TheJ J Sri
Chim Noy JiUnmng
. ·to
, .-s~eing thq~ , iagain. " They,
,
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broke up the monotony of the
running and they were actually
helping some of the runners.
As a club, they organized the
race beautifully. They had
plenty of water stops and
people who controlled traffic.
The runners were the biggest
concern, which is not always
the case in some races.
After I finished the race and
was standing in the finishing
shoot I noticed the writing on
the back of a t-shirt in front of
me. It said, "There is a perfect
road and that road is always
ahead of you." Sri Chim .Noy.
I asked the runner if that was
a club slogan. He said it was
something that Sri Chim Noy
had once said.
So I gathered from that, that
Sri Chim Noy was the leader to
this group. A kind of running
gurhu. His outlook on running
might be a bit too spiritual for
me, but I have to admit he
organizes a pretty good
marathon. The top three
finishers all broke the state
record.

A few things are always a sure bet at UNH.
Like the T-Hall organist striking up the keys at
mid-day or students making their way
downtown for Friday afternoon Happy Hour.
Another thing worth wagering your gold
mine collection of newly bought books on are
the -UNH men's and women's hockey teams
making the playoffs.
They're a constant. Like the quad water fight
in the fall and the Young Drive parties in the
sprigg. Witness these facts: this year the men's
team boasts a 15-7-1 record and a top ten
national ranktng while the women are 12-1
overall, and number one · in the EAIA W
standin2s.
With a l0-4-1 conference mark (tied for
third with Harvard) the icemen have just about
clinched an ECAC playoff berth, something
they have accomplished 12 of 14 years under
coach Charlie Holt.
Meanwhile, the ice women are no less
impressive, reaching and winning the EAIA W
Championships the three years the tournament
has been held. The Lady 'Cats will likely be the
top seed again. this year when they play in the
six team tournament at Northeastern
University.
In the past, the playoff update ended with
the men's and women's hockey teams. But this
year the post season wealth may well be spread
around to include the men's and women's
basketball teams along with the gymnastics
squad.
With a _12-7 record, 6-0 in the conference, the
men's basketball team is virtually assured the
home court advantage in the upcoming ECAC
North Atlantic playoffs.
In this revamped post season tournament all
the teams in the NAC will play in a league
tournament on March 8. The winner of the
tournament will play another conference
champion for an automatic bid to the NCAA
Championships.
The Wildcats have four conference games
left and need to win only one to clinch one of
the four top spots in the NAC tournament.
With five games left in the season, the
women's hoop team has a legitimate shot at an
NCAA tournament bid. The Lady Wildcats
are the best team in New England, and will
most likely win 20 games in a season for the
first time ever.
Right now, after an important win over Big
East rival Providence, the Wildcats have a 16-6
record. With respectable outings against
nationally ranked teams, if UNH wins their
remaining games they should receive one of the
14 at-large playoff bids. ·
There are 32 teams selected for the NCAA
tournament, and 14 teams receive automatic
bids for winning their conferences. One
problem for UNH, however, is the fact that the
NCAA selection committee often forgets
women's basketball is played in New England
come selection time. Last year, no .New
England teams were -chosen. ~
The women's gymnastics team isn't really
much of a surprise this year. Everyone knew
they would be good. Last year the Wildcat
gymnasts placed second in the NCAA
Northeastern Championships, narrowly
missing an invitation to the Natiot1als.
This year, UNH is undefeated with wins over
Penn State and Maryland and hopes to be in
Salt Lake City, UT., in early April for the
NCAA championships. In order to be one of
the six qualifiers the women will have to win
the regional championships on March 25 and

26.
. I,
1,
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Sports
Niagara falls to
'Cat cagers, 87-64
By Steve Damish

Credit Niagara for a good
first half and a small come back
early in the second half. But
praise the UNH men's
basketball team for most
everything else.
The Wildcats dispelled .
rumors of a close game in
Durham last night by ripping
Niagara (3-3 ECAC North
Atlantic Conference, 7-15
uvt:rall) 67-64 before 2, I 20.

six poin.t halftime deficit (3529) to pull to within two, 47-45.
Afterwards, however, UNH
allowed Niagara about one
hoop a minute, letting the
Purple Eagles bury back-toback baskets just once.
Nolan had found the groove.
Ai McClain was his usual fasthanded self(3 steals, 15 points).
And when Friel emptied the
bench, UNH's lead still
blossomed.

The Wildcats led by double
UNH now has sole
ownership of the NAC's first- figures for the last 7:48 of the
place spot with a 6-0 conference game, owning 20 or more point
mark (the NA C's only leads eight times. The exciting
unmarred record) and is 12-7 game that people thought . it
overall. The win also gives the should have been was never to
Wildcats five wins . in a row, be.
They (Niagara) showed the
something not seen in UNH
statistics since the 1953-54 abilit"y to beat good teams,"
said UNH center Joe Rainis.
season.
"We're really playing good "Boston University and Holy
team basketball," said UNH Cross I think have more talent
coach Gerry Friel. "They (the than Niagara, but they showed
players) are doing it. What else they have the ability to play
good. Maybe we were just
can I say. ·It's nice."
Rumors of this game being better prepared."
Niagara played its best
close were borne from a
Niagara 79-78 overtime win basketball in the first half.
against second place Holy After a 10-10 tie at 7:35, the
Cross (4-1 NA C, 12-8 overall) Wildcats trailed by as much as
Tuesday anc.t a win over third seven (20-13) until Robin
place Boston 1Jniversity earlier Dixon ( 18 points) hit two foul
shots with 5:41 remaining to
in the !--cason.
But the death of any down- knot the game at 24.
Two Nolan layups from
to-the~wire, heart-skip-a-beat
game expectations came when McClain steals helped UNH
UNH's Dan Nolan (UNH's cut the deficit. For the evening,
leading scorer with 24 points, Niagara had 18 turnovers
17 rebounds) hit a pair of free against UNH's ten.
"For the first ten minutes,
throws to give UNH a 49-45
lead with 13: 17 left in the even our pressure wasn't
working," said Nolan. "Then
second half.
Before that, the Purple we got a few steals. ~ometimes
Eagles had come back from a · HOOP, page 30
44

Dan Nolan (30) and Karl Hicks pound the boards in UNH's 87-64 win over Niagara last night.
Nolan was particulary active inside, pulling down 17 rebounds ·and scoring 24 points. The
Wildcats pushed their ~onference record to 6-0. (Tim Skeer photo)

Friars can't tame a possessed Butterfield
By Peter Clark

The UNH women's basketball team overcame 13 first half
turnovers Wednesday night,
and rallied from a 38-31 deficit
in Lundholm gymnasium to
beat highly touted Providence,
69-62, for the first time in six
attempts.
The Wildcats, now 16-6
overall, trailed by as many-as 13
with four minutes remaining in
the first half, but outscored
Providence 10-4· in the final
minutes.
"PC moves very well without
the ball," said UNH assistant
coach Chris Basile. "They did a
tremendous job finding the
open player when we doubled
up on them."
The bufk of PC's first half
points came from Kerry Phayer
(l l points), Kathy . ~inn (9
points), and Britt King (8
points).
A defensive adjustment at
halftime payed off for the
- Wildcats though, and as the
defense picked up, so did the
offense.
"We told them not to help
out so much, but rather stay
man-to-man,,, sai.d Basile.
"Offensively, we wanted 'Wigs'
(Denise Higgins) to get the ball
Chris Gulas (12), splits the Friar defense for 1wo points. , at the high post and look to the .
, iq'Y pos\ (or_K~IJy(~qtt~rf1e,d).
(Carolyn ·Blackmar photo)
......- ...

The defense came around for
\IS, and 'Wigs' and Kelly really
broke it open inside."
All PC coach Joe Mullaney
Jr. could do was watch, as
Butterfield, like a woman
possessed, went on a rampage
scoring UN H's first eight'
points in just three and a half
minutes.
"I love to run," said
Butterfield, who led all scorers
with 18 pts. "The key was
Denise at the high post, and
then once we got running there
was no stopping us."
The onslaught continued
after a PC timeout,but the
Friars clawed their way back
and eventually took a two point
lead with 11 :35 remaining. .
However, a jumper by
UNH 's Theresa Redmond,
who finished up with 14, and a
Butterfield lay-up gave the
Wildcats the lead for good with
just under IO minutes to play.
"I think our intensity really
picked up in the second half."
said UNH senior guard Linda
Neilson. Neilson, who canned
two big jumpers in the first half
to keep the 'Cats close, felt the
difference was the club's tough
defense.
.
"It's always true _with us that
, on~e our d~fet;1se picks l\P., '"l\r, ,
• offen,se , ,gets g?ipg, •• a~,d • l!, 1

showed tonight."
Mullaney on the other hand
attributed the Wildcat win to
Friar mistakes, and a
determined Butterfield.
"Our shot selection and foul
shots were bad." said
Mullaney. "They converted our
misses into hoops, and without
question, Butterfield got them
back into it. Then all of them
got into the act. · 1 think they ·
lacked quickness last year, but
they're a different team this
year."
That quickness came in the
form of 14 steals for the game,
most of whch resulted in
W i 1d cat hoops. Junior
Christain Gulas owned five of
those, while Redmond picked
off four.
UNH, an independent, has
yet to lose a game to a New
England team and will now set
its sights on the remaining five
home games in hopes of an
NCAA bid.
"It's always a big win when
you beat a Big East team." said
Basile. "Having beaten St.
Johns, Syracuse, Connecticut
twice and now Providence
should give us some
recognition when the Selection
and Seating Committee
.meets."
.,,.
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